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Abstract 
Although many critics have compared William 
Faulkner and Charles Dickens, no one has fully developed 
the resemblance between their uses of black humor. 
Using several critics' definitions of black humor, I 
examine several aspects of black humor in Faulkner's 
Sanctuary and Dickens' Oliver Twist: the presence of the 
wasteland in society, the irreverent treatment of death 
and religion, the presence of grotesques and perverse 
sexuality. 
Like the humour noir of the French surrealist 
movement, black humor in both of these books is very 
much involved in these authors' indictment of society. 
Both Faulkner and Dickens use black humor to mock the 
actions of the upper classes as the lower-class 
characters parody the upper-class characters' actions or 
mannerisms; because there is so much black humor 
bounding through the depiction of the lower-class 
underworld, eventually energy is focused in the 
underworld. In other words, all of the black humor in 
Sanctuary and Oliver Twist occurs in the setting of the 
underworld--the place in need of change. Thus, the 
setting is often quite tragic, like that of a wasteland, 
and needs black humor to offer some tragic optimism. 
However, the attitudes of these authors is far from 
simple since the lower class characters are not at all 
heroic; they, too, are a part of society which is 
condemned by Faulkner and Dickens. 
Although both Dickens and Faulkner attack society, 
only Dickens presents religion--if used properly--as 
offering redemption. Unlike Dickens, Faulkner offers no 
answers to society's ills. Finally, for both of these 
authors, any hope for humankind is mixed with tragedy 
which leads to the pervasive black humor in Sanctuary 
and Oliver Twist. 
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The bitter laugh laughs at that which is not good, it is 
the ethical laugh. The hollow laugh laughs at that 
which is not true, it is the intellectual 
laugh. . . . But the mirthless laugh is the dianotic 
laugh, down the snout--Haw!--so. It is the laugh of 
laughs, the risus purus, the laugh laughing at the 
laugh, the beholding, saluting of the highest joke, in a 
word the laugh that laughs--silence please, at that 
which is unhappy. 
from Samuel Beckett's Watts 
If we delve into a comparison study between William 
Faulkner's and Charles Dickens' humor and ignore the 
possibly startled protests that emerge upon daring to 
compare two historically distant figures who aren't 
often linked, we find a surprising amount of 
similarities revealed. Robert Jacobs writes, in his 
delightful essay about Faulkner, that he "makes use of 
Rabelaisan bawdiness, irony, satire, macabre effects, in 
fact almost every identifiable kind of humor" (309). 
While examining Dickens' uses of humor, on the other 
hand, Graheme Smith describes: 
the huge range of Dickensian humor: Farce, 
satire, wit, comic pathos, and tenderness, 
black humor, surreal transpositions of 
language and the rest. (148) 
Therefore Faulkner and Dickens both share in their 
terribly humorous delight of black humor; this leads us 
naturally to an examination and interpretation of black 
humor and its uses in a couple of novels by these 
important writers. 
Through an examination of the black humor found in 
Sanctuary (1931) and Oliver Twist (1839), I hope to 
reveal that the complex, twisted and unstable humor of 
Faulkner and Dickens is used as a commentary on social 
wrongs. Both of these writers are interested in 
literature as a mode of moral commentary. Kaplan 
explains Dickens' attitude toward literature in general: 
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Fiction was, he felt, morally didactic, a 
powerful force for teaching goodness in the 
general sense of providing models of moral and 
immoral character and action. (26) 
As I agree, Faulkner is also a writer with a moral 
purpose (Thompson 99); this will be shown in detail 
later. These authors, then, share a similar way of 
executing a complaint against society through the black 
humor in their novels. 
Dickens is already undeniably established as a 
comic writer but not yet fully presented as writing in a 
seriously, blackly humorous way instead of, as 
L'Estrange suggests, writing "in a light sparkling 
stream" (235). Some critics, however, do recognize the 
complexity and the desire for reform in the black humor 
of Dickens. In his book Charles Dickens: Radical 
Moralist, Gold admires an essay by George Orwell, 
"Charles Dickens," which describes Dickens: 
He is laughing, with a touch of anger in his 
laughter, but no triumph, no malignity. It is 
the face of a man who is always fighting 
against something, but who fights in the open 
and is not frightened. (10) 
On the other hand, Faulkner is too easily 
stereotyped at the other end of the spectrum, the tragic 
end, especially in his book Sanctuary which has often 
been labelled as created by someone who hated life. As 
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Longley argues, and I agree, in Sanctuarv we find: 
The comedy of savage extremity . . is 
usually the violent response of an intelligent 
man who has just discovered some of the 
abysses which humanity finds opening at its 
full and who cares, and cares intensely, about 
what man has done to himself and to his fellow 
creatures. (102-3) 
The pain and the joy from the discovery of life's 
abysses are expressed by both Dickens and Faulkner 
through their use of black humor. Both of them hope to 
encourage a change in their fellow humans through the 
revelations of black humor. 
This exploration will start with the respect that 
Faulkner held for Dickens, and progress to and through 
each of their varying uses of black humor, which broadly 
includes disrespectful treatment of death and religion, 
grotesques, perverse sexual relations, to an explication 
of the confused and explicit intertwining of the 
horrible and the funny. The next major step will 
consider the purposes behind their uses of black humor: 
for them it is a means to make a social commentary, a 
way to parody the upper classes, and--despite Dickens' 
and Faulkner's ambivalent attitudes to the upper and 
lower classes--a means of focusing energy and passion 
within the setting of the underworld instead of the 
deadened world of proper high society. 
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This delegation of energy and passion to the 
underworld, the abysses of society, centers at the heart 
of this thesis and throbs in the background of every 
example of black humor: despite the ambiguous attitudes 
of Faulkner and Dickens towards the characters of low 
society (can we really label Fagin, Monks, or Popeye as 
heroes?), Dickens and Faulkner credit the seething 
masses, those of the teeming underworld who live amongst 
the bleakness and absurdity of the wasteland, with great 
trembling energy that is so central to anyone with a 
creative or procreative urge. Amidst this turmoil of 
exaggeration, of tears and roars of laughter in which 
tongues are bloodied and bitten, we discover not what 
L'Estrange claims--"the only weak point in Dickens humor 
is that he borrows too much from his imagination, and 
too little from reality" (299)--but, on the contrary, 
that it is through Dickens' and Faulkner's exaggerating 
imagination that the revelation of twisted truth occurs. 
The Connection Between These Authors 
Although several critics have recognized a 
resemblance between these two great writers, the 
comparison of Dickens' and Faulkner's manipulations of 
humor has not been fully developed. In making explicit 
the his perception of vibrant resemblance between 
Dickens and Faulkner, Joseph Gold remarks: 
[Dickens and Faulkner share] the fertility of 
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imagination, an indomitable humor, and the 
undercurrent of gloom, the force and energy of 
both the prose and the monumental characters, 
the irony, the satire, the ability to tell a 
good yarn. ("The Uses of Influence" 70) 
Any of these qualities can be found in many of Dickens' 
and Faulkner's novels. Another critic, Michael 
Millgate, offers, in The Achievement of William 
Faulkner, a more detailed and specific comparison 
between these two authors: 
But it is Dickens whom Faulkner most 
resembles, in the passionate humanity of his 
tragi-comic vision, in the range and vitality 
of his characterization and the profusion of 
his social notation, in the structural 
complexity of his novels and their broad 
symbolic patterns. It is also Dickens whom 
Faulkner most resembles in the sheer quantity 
and sustained quality of his achievement, and 
it is alongside Dickens, the greatest of 
English novelists, that Faulkner must 
ultimately be ranked. (292) 
During an interview, in response to an often-posed 
question about what his favorite books are, Faulkner 
replies: 
Don Quixote, some of Conrad, Heart of 
Darkness, The Nigger of the Narcissus, most of 
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Dickens, The Brothers Karamazov, Anna 
Karenina, Madame Bovary, The Old Testament. 
(Faulkner in the University 150) 
Why does Faulkner so admire Dickens? In yet another 
interview, Faulkner explains that the writer's goal is 
to make people "feel what they did when they read Homer, 
or read Dickens, or Balzac, Tolstoy" (61 emphasis mine). 
Thus it is the sheer emotion which Dickens captures that 
Faulkner intensely admires. 
Not only the emotion but the vividness of Dickens' 
characters attracts Faulkner. In Faulkner's opinion: 
characters must function, live, breathe, 
struggle, in that moil and seethe of simple 
humanity as well as those of our predecessors 
who were masters from whom we learned our 
craft: Dickens, Fielding, Thackerey, Conrad, 
Twain, Hawthorne, Melville, James. (Faulkner 
in the University 243) 
Can we dismiss it as mere coincidence that Charles 
Dickens often heads Faulkner's list of masterful 
artists? 
A few critics have noticed the influence of 
Dickens' characterizations upon Faulkner. In studying 
the types of characters that Faulkner develops, Longley 
mentions: 
For an author who has created the rich and 
varied cast of characters that Faulkner 
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has . . . people must have been very real and 
vivid to him and during the process of 
creation must in truth have seemed to have a 
life of their own. Who since Dickens has 
created such variety? (12) 
Although Longley is quite perceptive in judging the 
likeness in Dickens' and Faulkner's development of 
figures, he fails to recognize the fictional quality of 
the characters. However, Leslie Fiedler announces that 
often both Dickens' and Faulkner's characters have been 
misinterpreted: 
Like Dickens' London, Faulkner's Jefferson is 
inhabited by grotesques who have, oddly enough 
in both cases, been taken for realistic 
characters. (Not 116) 
Just because a character is not realistic does not, of 
course, indicate that she/he doesn't help portray some 
truth. Faulkner himself said in an interview while 
discussing his riotous group of hell-raising Snopes: 
That they were simply over emphasized, 
burlesqued, if you like, which is what Mr. 
Dickens spent a lot of his time doing, for a 
valid to him and to me reason, which was to 
tell a story in an amusing, dramatic, tragic, 
or comical way. (Faulkner in the University 
282) 
Obviously, Faulkner acknowledges the connection 
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between Dickens and himself as writers. 
Rationale Behind Choosing Oliver Twist and Sanctuary 
Now that the connection between these two authors 
has been somewhat suggested, let us now focus on the 
rationale behind choosing Sanctuary and Oliver Twist for 
the foundation of an examination of black humor. First 
of all, both of these books initially horrified most of 
their readers. George Gissing in his book The Immortal 
Dickens explains Oliver Twist's reception: Doubts might 
well have been entertained as to the reception by the 
public of this squalid chronicle, this story of the 
workhouse, the thieves' den, and the condemned cell; as 
a matter of fact, voices were soon raised in protest, 
and many of Pickwick's admirers turned away in disgust. 
When the complete novel appeared, a Quarterly reviewer 
attacked it vigorously, declaring the picture injurious 
to public morals, and the author's satire upon 
public institutions mere splenetic 
extravagance. (63-64) 
Of course, one could argue that the sensibilities of the 
nineteenth-century British were perhaps more easily 
offended but Sanctuary received an equally impressive 
amount of rage and disgust from its audience as well. 
Actually, there was so much fervor raised over the 
"lurid violence" in the novel that Sanctuary made the 
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best sellers' list; it wasn't until the sixties that 
critics, the first ones being the French, began to treat 
it as an "important and significant" literary work 
(Volpe 140). However, this partially could be due to 
the fact that Faulkner inserted a pref ace which 
ironically discounted his efforts at writing Sanctuary 
as merely sensational for the purpose of monetary gain. 
Sanctuary and Oliver Twist form a fascinating 
foundation for a study of black humor because each 
contains various wastelandish, outlandish images--which 
seem a central setting to the writhing black humor--as 
well as having a similar structure. 
The setting of these novels, as I have mentioned, 
is often times wastelandish, with dark images and scenes 
that seethe with uglification in the dark city streets 
of London or Memphis. Too, because each of these 
authors is functioning as social critic with a moral 
aim, the wasteland setting is effective. Of course, in 
the pastoral beauty of Maylies' swnrner abode, we see 
some lovely sights but this loveliness is degraded by 
its lack of essential verve. In Oliver Twist when Fagin 
leaves his home, London is exposed: 
The mud lay thick upon the streets, and the 
black mist hung over the streets; the rain 
fell sluggishly down, and everything felt cold 
and clammy to the touch. It seemed just the 
night when it befitted such a being as the Jew 
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to be abound. As he glided stealthily along, 
creeping beneath the shelter of the walls and 
doorways, the hideous old man seemed like some 
loathsome reptile, engendered in the slime and 
darkness through which he moved: crawling 
forth, by night, in search of some rich offal 
for a meal. (135) 
Even the inside, the home that could be a sanctuary for 
Fagin against the outside decaying world, is repulsive. 
Fagin's den was awful: 
It was a very dark place. . . . Oliver 
concluded that a long time ago, before the Old 
Jew was born, it had belonged to better people 
and perhaps had been quite gay and handsome: 
dismal and dreary it looked now. 
Spiders had built their webs in the 
angles of the walls and ceilings; and 
sometimes, when Oliver walked softly into a 
room, the mice would scamper across the floor, 
and run back terrified to their holes. With 
these exceptions, there was neither sight nor 
sound of any living thing; and often when it 
grew dark, and he tired of wandering from room 
to room, he would crouch in the corner of the 
passage by the street door, to be as near 
living people as he could. (128) 
Neither the home nor the outdoors are free from the 
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infestations of spiders, mice and rats of the deathly 
wasteland within Oliver Twist. And, as Oliver notes, 
degeneration has been steady as Fagin's home was once 
that of an aristocrat but is now inhabited by the 
darkest character of the underworld. 
Because Sanctuary was written in the post World War 
I period when man's destructive potential had been 
partially revealed throughout the world, images of the 
wasteland abound whereas the sublime scenes of happiness 
in the country are missing. Cleanth Brooks reveals the 
critical consensus when he claims that "the impact made 
upon our writers and intellectuals by the first World 
War seems to have been much more profoundly shattering 
than that made by the second" (103). Within the first 
few pages of this novel, we find an automobile's tire 
tracks left in the sand, an absence of any animal's 
footprints, and a likening of Popeye to "a modernist 
lampstand" (6); objects have replaced life--a common 
theme in the wasteland. After Temple is thrown out of 
the car during the crash, the impotence of the wasteland 
is seen through the dying of the engine "though the 
lifted front wheel continued to spin idly, slowing" 
(41). Later we meet a central woman character, Ruby 
Lamar: with her sturdy and defiant resolve to live-no-
matter-what, she cares for a half-dead child (not much 
hope for the future) who she has to keep in a box in 
order to protect it from the rats. Even one of the 
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characters with the best intentions of righting social 
wrongs, Horace Benbow, reflects the wasteland's struggle 
with impotence. Both Waggoner (100) and Brooks (105) 
compare Benbow with Prufrock. Brooks most clearly 
demonstrates the link between Benbow and Prufrock as 
Benbow is "a sad young inhabitant of a cultural 
wasteland" (104) and is often "fatalistic" and an 
"ineffectual dreamer" (106). Despite his best 
intentions, Horace has trouble fighting the rigorous, 
unbending standards of society. Although we do not learn 
this until the end, the most monstrous character Popeye 
begins his destructive life at the young age of five by 
cutting up live lovebirds and kittens (324) which are, 
of course, gentle creatures symbolizing love and youth. 
All of these examples reflect the tragedy of 
existence in the wasteland. Because the wasteland is so 
excessive in its tragic limitation of possibilities, it 
is the fitting setting for the irrational black humor. 
In addition, as I will eventually demonstrate, because 
the wasteland is so endowed with tragedies and wrongs, 
black humor makes a clever path towards the revelation 
and correction of social indignities. Brought by black 
humor to the wasteland, comedy redeems the underworld 
through black humor's energy. 
Each of these novels are structured in a similar 
way. The main characters, Oliver and Temple, begin 
their existence at the upper levels of society then 
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proceed to be thrown into contact with the underworld. 
At the end of the novels, Oliver and Temple are both 
restored to their proper places in society. Although we 
find out at the end of Oliver Twist that Oliver is a 
bastard, he is nevertheless of genteel and noble 
lineage. From his birth in a poorhouse to being sold to 
an undertaker who keeps a viciously unkind charity boy, 
Noah Claypole, Oliver suffers one mishap after another. 
Oliver's streak of misfortune continues; Noah attacks 
the sanctity of Oliver's mother and causes him to set 
out for London where he runs into the Artful Dodger and 
is introduced to Fagin. After falling into the jungle of 
the underworld, Oliver emerges finally from the whiplash 
chance-like happenings--another ingredient of black 
humor--to live a rather passionless existence in the 
hands of the good Brownlow and Maylies. Obviously this 
is a very structured ending; in Radical Moralist, Gold 
shows that "Dickens is under no illusion that his ending 
is anything more than a fairy-tale conclusion. Dick is 
dead and Oliver might easily have been Dick" (59). In 
other words, a superficially happy ending of society's 
reestablished order is imposed upon a "realistic" 
fiction. 
Not only does Oliver Twist travel to from the 
underworld only to be left in the frosted environment of 
high class society, but Temple Drake in Sanctuary 
undertakes a similar journey as well. Temple Drake, a 
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society girl who makes a practice of dating the town 
beaus who have the most money and the fanciest cars, 
begins what she thinks will be a normal weekend but 
through her beau's indulging in large amounts of liquor, 
wrecking the car, and depositing them both on the 
doorstep of the bootleggers, she stumbles through 
encounters with the riff-raff crowd and finally arrives 
at the whorehouse in Memphis where she resides until 
almost the end of the novel. At the end, after being 
rescued by horrified, upright citizens led by her father 
the judge, Temple is left in the Luxembourg Gardens with 
her father listening: 
. . . the band in the horizon blue of the army 
played Massinet and Scrabin, and Berlioz like 
a thin coating of tortured Tschaikovsky on a 
slice of stale bread, while the twilight 
dissolved in wet gleams from the branches, 
onto the pavilion and the sombre toadstools of 
umbrellas. . . . Temple yawned behind her 
hand, then she took out a compact and opened 
it upon a face in miniature sullen and 
disoriented and sad. Beside her her father 
sat, his hands crossed on the head of his 
stick, the rigid bar of his moustache beaded 
with moisture like frosted silver. She closed 
the compact and from beneath her smart new hat 
she seemed to follow with her eyes the waves 
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of music, to dissolve into the dying brasses, 
across the pool and the opposite semicircle of 
trees where at somber intervals the dead 
tranquil queens on stained marble mused, and 
on into the sky lying prone and vanquished in 
the embrace of the season of rain and death. 
(332-33) 
This scene paints a portrait of death and upper-class 
lifelessness seen through the tortured music, "the dying 
brasses," the toadstool umbrellas, and the statues of 
the marble queens. Temple would much rather be at the 
mourning funeral of Red with the merry music and 
energetic brawls of the underworld than trapped here in 
the Luxembourg Gardens where few things survive and none 
flourish. Oliver and Temple both leave the sheltered 
upper levels of society to delve into the underworld 
only to return to where they originated. 
Because Dickens' and Faulkner's works are concerned 
with the problems in society--shown through black 
humor--between the different classes, at this time it is 
necessary to offer a brief definition of those class 
distinctions in Oliver Twist and Sanctuary. In 
Sanctuary the characters are separated into two 
categories: those of "acceptable" society (Horace, 
Temple, Gowan Stevens, the Judge, the ladies of 
Jefferson) and those of the "unacceptable" lower class 
(Ruby, Lee Goodwin, Popeye, even Miss Reba). 
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Complications arise because classes share some 
mannerisms and are not unalike in certain respects. On 
the other hand, in Oliver Twist there are three levels 
of society. The truly noble characters are perfect 
(Rose, the Maylies, Mr. Brownlow); the middle-class 
characters aspire to be other than what they are--they 
are a part of the upper underworld as they need 
redemption (Bumble, those in charge of the workhouse and 
poorhouse); and the lower-class characters are a part of 
the deep underworld (Fagin, Bill Sikes, Nancy). These 
class divisions will be further explained through the 
examples of black humor and in the section of the social 
purpose of black humor. 
II 
BLACK HUMOR 
Before citing specific instances of black humor, 
let me first present some sort of limiting definition of 
it. As humor is so rocky, and as black humor is even 
more so due to its addition of the tragic and the 
horrible, its excessiveness in other words, imposing 
meaning is scarcely simple. The most logical course 
into the definition of black humor would start at its 
origin, to proceed to main features, and then mention 
how an author--as a black humorist--draws a response 
from the audience. Interestingly, Harold Nicolson 
attributes the origin of black humor, or what he labels 
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as grim hwnor, to the British: 
By grim hwnor, I mean the hwnorous treatment 
of the tragic or horrible. 
This species of joke is peculiarly 
English, although incidentally one of the many 
elements which English and Scottish hwnor have 
in conunon. Thus, of the twenty-six "notions" 
in which Sam Weller indulges in the Pickwick 
Papers, as many as twenty-four are concerned 
with truly horrible events. Without a moment's 
remorse the younger Weller will illustrate the 
relation between ends and means by an analogy 
such as "as the father said ven he cut his 
little boy's head off to cure him of 
squinting." This type of notion has in recent 
years asswned a slightly American mode, but 
its essence remains the same. (44) 
In Nicolson, black hwnor and grim hwnor share in their 
treatment of the horribly funny. However, the term grim 
hwnor had to undergo the historical movement of 
surrealism, and Andre Breton's narrowing definition, 
before metamorphosing into black hwnor as we now know 
it. 
A critic who is interested in the historical 
progression of black hwnor is Matthew Winston who 
outlines very clearly its advancement in his "Hwnour 
Nair and Black Hwnor" article. Beginning by informing 
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us that black humor originally "signified the black bile 
that was thought to be produced by the brain and to 
cause melancholy" (269), Winston proceeds to state that 
Andre Breton, who was deeply involved in the surrealist 
movement in the early twentieth century, 
uses an ironic and biting intelligence to 
attack sentimentality, social conventions 
(including literary convention), and an 
apparently absurd universe. (270) 
Already we can see the birth of black humor as a means 
to make social judgments. Humour noir, as it was 
originally conceived, "scorns the limits of rational 
thought and therefore favors the fantastic, the surreal, 
and the grotesque" (270). Although some critics like 
Winston claim that black humor has evolved to the point 
of change from the original humour noir, I think that it 
still shares the mockery of the "real" through use of 
the fantastic and surreal, as well as using exaggeration 
which leads to the grotesque and the mixture of the 
extremes, tragedy and comedy. According to Winston, 
exaggeration contributes to the main tone of black humor 
which is "simultaneously frightening and farcial or 
amusing" (273). As it successfully draws dual reactions 
from the reader, black humor captures a tragi-comic 
vision. 
The most inclusive article--since it defines black 
humor's main characteristics--is "The Mode of Black 
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Humor" by Brom Weber who explicates: 
Black humor seems to have little respect for 
the values and patterns of thought, feeling, 
and behavior that have kept Anglo-American 
culture stable and effective, have provided a 
basis of equilibrium for society and the 
individual. Black humor violates sacred and 
secular taboos alike without restraint or 
compunction. It discovers cause for laughter 
in what has generally been regarded as too 
serious for frivolity: the death of men, the 
disintegration of social institutions, mental 
and physical disease, deformity, suffering, 
anguish, privations and terror. (362) 
We will see the laughter of black humor directed at 
death, at religion, as well as physical deformities and 
terror in Sanctuary and Oliver Twist. Of course, these 
authors' implementation of black humor in their texts 
stems from a desire to attack existing, disintegrating 
social institutions in order to improve society. 
From the main features of black humor, we can 
understand more how authors use it. Elaine Safer, 
another critic who acknowledges the broadness of the 
scope of black humor, explains: 
The black humorist employs diverse means to 
disorient the reader: (1) He moves quickly 
between the darkness and laughter, horror and 
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farce. (2) He presents situations that appear 
bizarre .. and then makes us aware that we 
are looking at a microcosm of our own world 
and thus share the dilemma of the characters 
at whom we have been laughing. (3) He gets his 
readers emotionally involved in the tension of 
the story and then reminds them of the story's 
artifice. (20) 
We will see examples of all these "means to disorient a 
reader"--the swinging between the tragic and the comic, 
the enforcing of the realization that we are like the 
characters at whom we have been laughing, and 
understanding that these are merely stories, 
artificially wrought fictions. From all the pieces of 
definitions of the pith of black humor, we can extract a 
few aspects on which to focus this study of Sanctuary 
and Oliver Twist: the undignified treatment of death and 
religion, the presence of grotesque or deformed 
characters, perverse sexual acts, and the violently 
unstable swings from the terrible to the funny, which 
typify black humor, making it quite difficult to 
separate out the joshing from the jostling of the tragi-
comic vision. 
Black Humor's Treatment of Death 
This section will begin investigating the role of 
death which is one of those untouchables that provides 
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the stomping ground for black humor. (Because black 
humor is not easily separated into parts, the 
irrepressibly funny treatment of death could fit in as 
well into the later section focusing upon the 
oscillation between the tragic and the comic.) 
Interestingly enough, Charles Dickens mocks death more 
explicitly than Faulkner, who limits his deathly jokes 
to a few episodes like Red's funeral and Popeye's 
hanging. Matthew Winston, in writing on black humor's 
presentation of death, informs us that "death dominates 
but it occurs in a ridiculous manner and is never 
dignified" ("Humour Nair" 283). 
One of the funniest scenes in Sanctuary is Red's 
funeral. This episode is an example of the underworld 
mimicking high society's actions; a major part of the 
humor stems from the attempts of the underworld to have 
a funeral solemn and acceptable enough for high-class 
propriety. As we readers have just experienced the 
shock of the cold-blooded murder of Red by Popeye, we 
are rather disoriented by the swing from the violent 
murder to the comic funeral. But from the first 
confused discussion on what music to play, Red's funeral 
progressively becomes more and more hilarious. In order 
to adequately capture the black humor in the following 
examples, it will be necessary to use longer quotations; 
paraphrases, unfortunately, cannot present tragic humor. 
"Let them play jazz," the second man 
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said. "Never nobody liked dancing better than 
Red." "No, no," the proprietor said. "Time 
Gene gets them all ginned up on free whiskey, 
they'll start dancing. It'll look bad." 
"How about Blue Danube," the leader said. 
"No, no, don't play no blues, I tell 
you," the proprietor said. "There's a dead man 
in that bier." 
"That's not blues," the leader said. 
"What is it?" the second man said. 
"A waltz. Strauss." 
"A wop?" the second man said. "Like hell. 
Red was an American. You may not be, but he 
was. Don't you know anything American? Play I 
Can't Give You Anything But Love. He always 
liked that." 
"And get them all to dancing?" the 
proprietor said. He glanced back at the tables 
where the women were beginning to talk a 
little shrilly. "You better start off with 
Nearer, My God, To Thee," he said, "and sober 
them up some. I told Gene it was risky about 
that punch, starting it so soon. My suggestion 
was to wait until we started back to town. But 
I might have knowed somebody'd have to turn it 
into a carnival. Better start off solemn and 
keep it up until I give you the sign." 
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"Red wouldn't like it solemn," the second 
man said. "And you know it." 
"Let him go somewhere else, then," the 
proprietor said. "I just done this as an 
accomodation. I aint running no funeral 
parlor." 
The orchestra played Nearer, My God, To 
Thee. The audience grew quiet. A woman in a 
red dress came in the door unsteadily. 
"Whoopee," she said, "so long, Red. He'll be 
in hell before I could ever reach Little 
Rock." (257-58) 
Obviously. the proprietor's worry at providing the right 
type of music clashes with the abundance of free 
whiskey. Humor arises as well from the choice of songs: 
how bitingly funny that Red always liked "I Cant Give 
You Anything But Love" considering he has been 
functioning as a stud for Temple. And to finally choose 
"Nearer My God To Thee" is outrageously irreverent as 
the underworld lacks true respect and consideration for 
religion. At the end of this quote, the blatant 
disregard for the recently dead suggested by the mention 
of the impending trip to hell is so blackly funny 
especially as, despite the well-known truth of the 
statement, it is so quickly hushed up. 
The crowd soon erupts into a free-for-all 
celebration, complete wi_th free whiskey until a woman 
who wants the body out of the place livens the party up 
even more: 
A man tried to hold her; she turned upon him 
with a burst of filthy language and went to 
the shrouded crap table and hurled a wreath to 
the floor. The proprietor rushed toward her, 
followed by the bouncer. The proprietor 
grasped the woman as she lifted another floral 
piece. The man who had tried to hold her 
intervened, the woman cursing shrilly and 
striking at both of them impartially with the 
wreath. The bouncer caught the man's arm; he 
whirled and struck the bouncer, who knocked 
him halfway across the room. Three more men 
entered. The fourth rose from the floor and 
all four of them rushed at the bouncer. 
He felled the first and whirled and 
sprang with unbelievable celerity, into the 
main room. The orchestra was playing. It was 
immediately drowned in a sudden pandemonium of 
chairs and screams. The bouncer whirled again 
and met the rush of the four men. They 
mingled; a second man flew out and skittered 
along the floor on his back; the bouncer 
sprang free. Then he whirled and rushed them 
and in a whirling plunge they bore down the 
bier and crashed into it. The orchestra had 
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ceased and were now climbing onto their 
chairs, with their instruments. The floral 
offerings flew; the coffin teetered. "Catch 
it!" a voice shouted. They sprang forward, but 
the coffin crashed heavily to the floor, 
corning open. The corpse tumbled slowly and 
sedately out and came to rest with its face in 
the center of a wreath. 
"Play something!" the proprietor bawled, 
waving his arms; "play! Play!" 
When they raised the corpse the wreath 
came too, attached to him by a hidden end of 
wire driven into his cheek. He had worn a cap 
which, tumbling off, exposed a small blue hole 
in the center of his forehead. It had been 
neatly plugged with wax and was painted, but 
the wax had been jarred out and lost. They 
couldn't find it, but by unfastening the snap 
in the peak, they could draw the cap down to 
his eyes. ( 261-2) 
This is a funeral full of irreverence and passion 
but lacking the highly-valued solemnity that polite 
society would recognize. Of course, we find black humor 
directed at the desire for propriety to be restored 
signified by the proprietor desperately shrieking for 
the orchestra to play. The fact that Red has had the 
hole in his head plugged, made to look like he hadn't 
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been killed at all, indicates an attack upon a 
pretentious ritual of preparing the dead for the grave. 
Another example of this novel's attitude towards 
death is shown during Popeye's hanging. Popeye submits 
to capture and prison with no apparent desire to fight 
for life or death. The strongest reaction from Popeye is 
when the noose musses his slick hair: 
His hands were tied, so he began to jerk his 
head, flipping his hair back each time it fell 
forward again, while the minister prayed, the 
others motionless at their post with bowed 
heads. 
Popeye began to jerk his neck forward in 
little jerks. "Pssst!" he said, the sound 
cutting sharp into the drone of the minister's 
voice; "Pssst!" The sheriff looked at him; he 
quit jerking his neck and stood rigid as 
though he had an egg balanced on his head. 
"Fix my hair, Jack" he said. 
"Sure," the sheriff said. "I'll fix it 
for you;" springing the trap. (331-2) 
This whole passage slights religion and the blessing of 
a soul before death and thus makes a mockery of the 
traditional rites of death which are supposed to confer 
dignity. The sheriff, the law enforcer, obviously cares 
little about the possibility of redemption for Popeye as 
he is all too willing to_ interrupt the minister's 
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prayers. 
Even though Red's funeral and Popeye's hanging are 
the only extended passages in Sanctuary painting an 
undignified treatment of death, there are a couple of 
shorter passages. Other instances of carelessness 
towards death are Popeye's casual assumption that Horace 
is carrying a pistol, the Christians willingly 
consolidating into a mob to lynch Goodwin, and the death 
of Tommy which in itself wasn't presented as important 
only the ramifications of it--who did it? All of these 
instances show the unrefined humorous treatment of death 
in the lower classes. However, at least in the lower 
classes death come with black humor and passion as they 
"go out with a bang." On the other hand, the only death 
portrayed in the higher classes is that of a living 
death--much more t=agic without the redeeming humor--as 
seen in the final scene of Sanctuary. 
Oliver Twist, too, is full of macabre mockeries of 
death. In fact, it contains more laughter towards death 
than Sanctuary. Serious black humor frolics in these 
instances of paupers' deaths, children's deaths, and 
reveals the higher class as superficial in their 
emotions at the time of death. However, both the upper 
underworld and the deep underworld are obsessed with 
hanging. These particular examples of black humor's 
treatment of death all reflect antagonism between the 
classes. 
From the very beginning when we are introduced to 
Oliver's mother moaning "let me see the child then die" 
(2), twisted smiles cannot be suppressed despite our 
best intentions because the nurse is more concerned with 
concealing a liquor bottle and its cork than with the 
mother's indisposition or the child's sickliness. In 
spite of the politely-mouthed words of encouragement 
toward the ailing mother, real concern is missing since 
as soon as the mother is dead there is frustration 
expressed at having to be responsible for yet another 
orphaned child. 
"It's all over, Mrs. Thingummy!" said the 
surgeon at last. 
"Ah, poor dear, so it is!" said the 
nurse, picking up the cork of the green 
bottle, which had fallen out on the pillow, as 
she stooped to take up the child. "Poor dear!" 
"You needn't mind sending up to me, if 
the child cries, nurse," said the surgeon, 
putting on his gloves with great deliberation. 
"It's very likely it will be troublesome." (2-
3) 
The antagonism and conflict between the classes is 
clearly apparent here and contributes to black humor's 
delightful manipulation of incongruity. The nurse and 
surgeon are at least one step above the dead mother and 
poor orphaned child in that they most definitely believe 
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in their "superior" status; the surgeon, putting on his 
proper gloves, distastefully points out that the new 
pauper most certainly will be a burden. 
A large part of Oliver Twist's undignified 
treatment of death emerges with the blackly humorous 
commentaries about poor young children's demises. Of 
course, Dickens is attacking, through humor, the social 
regulations which allow the following to happen. We 
discover: 
Occasionally . . . there was some more than 
usually interesting inquest upon a parish 
child who had been overlooked in turning up a 
bedstead, or inadvertently scalded to death 
when there happened to be a washing though the 
latter accident was very scarce, anything 
approaching a washir.g being of rare occurre~ce 
in the farm .... (5) 
A couple of brief instances of irreverent treatment of 
death reflecting the antagonism between the classes 
come when we find that the board is considering sending 
Oliver to sea in hopes "the skipper would flog him to 
death in a playful mood" (22). This, according to 
Dickens, is a way to get rid of unwanted sons as well as 
paupers. Furthermore, in talking of the board's new 
plan to cut expenses by feeding the poor even less--on 
gruel, watery oatmeal, an onion twice a week, and half a 
roll on Sundays--Dickens remarks: 
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It was rather expensive at first, in 
consequence of the increase on the 
undertaker's bill, and the necessity of taking 
in the clothes of all the paupers, which 
fluttered loosely on their wasted, shrunken 
forms, after a week or two's gruel. (11) 
Again, the men of the board who are from the upper 
levels of society, are opposed to those who lack any 
power--the poor children--which creates an obviously 
unfair power struggle. The juxtaposition of the tragedy 
of death and the humor of increased undertaker's bills, 
is part of black humor's biting reflections on those in 
power in the workhouses. On the other hand, the 
supposed upper class is devoid of any truly passionate 
response, even to the shock of death, thereby 
encouraging mockery through black humor. When we are 
introduced to the undertaker Sowerberry's practice, we 
learn: 
When Sowerberry had an order for the burial of 
some rich old lady or gentleman, who was 
surrounded by a great number of nephews and 
nieces, who had been perfectly inconsolable 
during the previous illness, and whose grief 
had been wholly irrepressible even on the most 
public occasions, they would be happy among 
themselves as need be--quite cheerful and 
contented--conversing together with as much 
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freedom and gaiety, as if nothing whatever had 
happened to disturb them. Husbands, too, bore 
the loss of their wives with the most heroic 
calmness. Wives, again, put on weeds for their 
husbands, as if, so far from grieving in the 
garb of sorrow, they had made up their mind to 
render it as becoming and attractive as 
possible. It was observable, too, that ladies 
and gentlemen who were in passions of anguish 
during the ceremony of interment, recovered 
almost as soon as they reached home, and 
became quite composed before the tea drinking 
was over. All of this was very pleasant and 
improving to see; and Oliver beheld it with 
great admiration. (37) 
Because this example does not approach placing dignity 
upon the shoulders of death, it bombards the 
pretentiousness of the upper classes who are of ten 
deeply glad when a family member, a burden, dies. 
Throughout this novel, blackly humorous accounts of 
hanging are repeated frequently until hanging becomes 
almost a motif. Both the characters of the deep 
underworld and the characters of the upper underworld--
such as the beadle and those in charge of the 
workhouse--have obsessions with the particular issue of 
hanging. Black humor displays itself through an 
enactment of hanging by Charley Bates, a member of 
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Fagin's underworld gang, who so kindly demonstrates to 
the novice Oliver the meaning of scragged. 
As he said it, Master Bates caught up an end 
of his neckerchief; and, holding it erect in 
the air, dropped his head on his shoulder, and 
jerked a curious sound through his teeth: 
thereby indicating by a lively pantomimic 
representation, that scragging and hanging 
were one and the same thing. (131-32) 
Perhaps as a brief pref ace to the section 
in my thesis in which passion and energy are attributed 
to the underworld, I can pause at this time to suggest 
that Bates' demonstration of scragging is full of 
vivacity and energy. These continual references to 
hanging occur because hanging was the "just" end to a 
life of villainy, at least for those of the lower 
society who were unlucky enough to be caught, as Fagin 
is, by the law-enforcing upper classes. 
As I have previously stated, the upper classes of 
society, those in power, are obsessed with hanging as 
well. Oliver is often warned against the dangers of 
hanging. The gentleman in the white waistcoat from the 
board is dying to see his foretelling of Oliver's future 
come true when he exclaims, "I knew it! I felt a 
strange presentiment from the very first, that that 
audaciously young savage would come to be hung" (45). 
But the most blackly humorous reference to death by 
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hanging comes during the scene in which Dickens executes 
the attack of hilarious savagery on the wisdom and mercy 
of the board. After the horrific description of the 
dark room which enclosed Oliver after he dared to ask 
for more food, we find the following commentary: 
It appears, at first sight, not unreasonable 
to suppose, that, if he had entertained a 
becoming feeling of respect for the prediction 
of the gentleman in the white waistcoat, he 
would have established that sage individual's 
prophetic character, once and forever, by 
tying one end of his pocket handkerchief to a 
hook in the wall, and attaching himself to the 
other. (14) 
Does this member of the board even deserve any of 
Oliver's respect? An obvious yet pertinent question if 
we are to fully consider Dickens' biting accusation of 
those in charge of the institutions. 
In conclusion, Dickens seems to treat death often 
in a highly undignified blackly humorous manner. All of 
the humor stems from the examples of death in the tragic 
underworld of lower society. While there is no humor 
present in the noble Rose's near-death experience, 
Dickens humorously indicts the gentleman's class' 
superficial attitudes towards death. Because these 
ladies and gentlemen are pretentious and hypocritical, 
they really belong in the upper underworld level of 
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society. On the other hand, in Faulkner's novel, we see 
characters like Popeye--not giving a damn about life or 
death--uncaringly cutting up live animals and shooting 
people. In Faulkner's examples of death that are 
presented, black humor is given to the descriptions of 
the vibrant underworld deaths, not to the deathful 
staleness of upper-class society. 
From the irreverence towards the "serious" problem 
of death, we can proceed to another attack of black 
humor--that upon religion. As it uncovers 
pretentiousness and shallowness in upper class attitudes 
towards death, black humor also reveals the inadequacies 
of certain religious practices that are facades. 
Black Humor's Treatment of Religion 
In both Oliver Twist and Sanctuary, attacks are 
executed upon narrow-minded and "false" religion. The 
Christians in Oliver Twist and the Baptists of Sanctuary 
are mocked by the unrestrained black humor which closely 
ridicules what Brom Weber labelled as a sacred value of 
society. In these novels, perhaps pretension in the 
realm of religion and pretension in the "higher" classes 
co-exist. When examining Dickens' novels, Joseph Gold 
suggests: 
Dickens' principal interest is in exposing a 
world of pretended values, a world built on 
the cross made where national economic policy 
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intersects with national religion, at which 
juncture both conspire to produce a vast 
national hypocrisy which claims to satisfy 
with one stroke of polite genius the twin ends 
of economic necessity and religious 
obligation. (Radical Moralist 51) 
The factors of the ruling class' aspirations towards 
politeness and acceptability, and the desire to retain 
economic power over the less fortunate all lead to 
hypocrisy. Dickens, who clearly sees the prevailing 
falsities, holds the complex position of being a 
"moralist supported by religious faith" (Gold Radical 
Moralist 276). Therefore Dickens shows the facades in 
religion by using black humor to reveal the hypocrisy. 
Even the names of some characters indicates the 
hypocrisy in the mis-used religion. 
In Oliver Twist after Oliver's admonishment by one 
of the gentleman of the board to say his "prayers every 
night . . . and pray for the people who feed you and 
take care of you--like a Christian" (1), Dickens 
assaults that hypocrisy: 
The gentleman who spoke last was unconsciously 
right. It would have been very like a 
Christian, and a marvelously good Christian 
too, if Oliver had prayed for the people who 
fed and took care of him. (10) 
There is also the case of Oliver's (obviously not) 
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"impious and profane offence" (14) of asking for more 
food which indicates the false and improper choice of 
religious words by those in power. 
Bumble, as one of those who are in a powerful 
position, comments often upon parochial subjects. One 
instance of this occurs when he is cursing the arrival 
of "anti-parochial weather" which actually has the 
audacity to encourage paupers to die in the streets. 
Not only is this an attack upon false use of religious 
sentiment--as if weather could be anti-parochia~--but 
the humor also adds to an undignified and funny 
portrayal of death. 
"Hard weather, Mr. Bumble," said the matron. 
"Hard, indeed, ma'am," replied the 
beadle. "Anti-parochial weather this, ma'am. 
We have given away, Mrs. Corney, we have given 
away a matter of twenty quartern loaves and a 
cheese and a half, this very blessed 
afternoon; and yet them paupers are not 
contented." 
"Of course not. When would they be, Mr. 
Bumble?" said the matron, sipping her tea. 
"When, indeed, ma'am," rejoined Mr. 
Bumble. "Why here's one man, that, in 
consideration of his wife and large family, 
has a quartern loaf and a good pound of 
cheese, full weight. Is he grateful, ma'am? 
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Not a copper farthing's worth of it! What 
does he do, ma'am, but ask for a few coals; if 
it's only a pocket handkerchief full, he says! 
Coals! What would he do with coals? Toast his 
cheese with 'em, and then come back for more. 
That's the way with these people, ma'am; give 
'em a apron full of coals to-day, and they'll 
come back for another, the day after tomorrow, 
as brazen as alabaster." The matron expressed 
her entire concurrence in this intelligible 
simile; and the beadle went on. 
"I never," said Mr. Bumble, "see anything 
like the pitch it's got to. The day afore 
yesterday, a man--you have been a married 
woman, ma'am and I may mention it to you--a 
man, with hardly a rag upon his back (here 
Mrs. Corney looked at the floor), goes to our 
overseer's door when he has got company coming 
to dinner; and says, he must be relieved, Mrs. 
Corney. As he wouldn't go away, and shocked 
the company very much, our overseer sent him 
out a pound of potatoes and a half a pint of 
oatmeal. 'My heart!' says the ungrateful 
villain,' ·what's the use of this to me? You 
might as well give me a pair of iron 
spectacles!' ·very good,' says our overseer, 
taking 'em away again, ·you won't get anything 
else here.' 'Then I'll die in the streets!' 
says the vagrant. 'oh no, you won't,' says 
our overseer." 
"Ha! ha! That was very good! So like Mr. 
Grannett, wasn't it?" interposed the matron. 
"Well, Mr. Bumble?" 
"Well, ma'am," rejoined the beadle, "he 
went away; and did die in the streets. There's 
an obstinate pauper for you!" (166-67) 
Within this passage, there is a blackly humorous, 
decided lack of concern expressed for a human's life. 
Obviously, this passage deliberately contains humor--
Mrs. Corney's proper shyness resulting from the mention 
of a man without clothes and the dismissal of a dead 
pauper as "obstinate." The conflict between classes 
jars; the overseer is bitterly shown by Dickens as not 
only uncaring toward the unfortunate but also 
pretentiously worried about how the rest of polite 
society, his visitors, will react to the beggar's 
appearance. Bumble has taken advantage of religion 
other times as he prepares himself after talking to Noah 
for the capturing of the wayward and mad Oliver by 
"adjusting the wax end which was twisted around the 
bottom of his cane for the purpose of parochial 
flagellation" (45). Religion becomes a tool for those 
in power to control those who lack power. 
Even the names of the characters reflect the attack 
upon religion full of hypocrisy and facades. 
the beadle bears the awkward name of Bumble. 
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Obviously, 
The fact 
that the vengeful, main madman character possesses the 
name of a staid and spiritual man, Monks, also questions 
the role of religion. The monks, leaders of the church, 
are linked with the epileptic madman who is bitterly 
opposed to a pauper, Oliver, receiving what is 
rightfully his. Black humor reveals the underworld, the 
world full of the fallen, begging for redemption unlike 
those religiously pretensious. 
Dickens does not seem to reserve any values above 
the range of black humor's reach. Of course, in order 
to be completely truthful, there are certain passages 
that respect the institution of religion. These occur, 
as does everything respectful, in the passage that is 
outside the reach of dark la~ghter, the passionless 
section of the country. For example, the country is 
presented as idyllic on Sundays especially. 
how differently the day was spent 
from any way in which he had ever spent it 
yet! and how happily too; like all the other 
days in that most happy time! There was the 
little church, in the morning, with the green 
leaves fluttering at the windows: the birds 
singing without: and the sweet-smelling air 
stealing in at the low porch, and filling the 
homely building with its fragrance. The poor 
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people were so neat and clean, and knelt so 
reverently in prayer, that it seemed a 
pleasure, not a tedious duty, there assembling 
there together; and though their singing might 
be rude, it was real .... (238-239) 
From this peaceful scene, then, it appears that Dickens 
is mocking the facades in mis-used religion. Yet, 
again, I ask, can we take the positive portrait of 
religion without doubt as it is represented by the 
wooden, noble characters? But Gold insists: 
The critics have wanted to regard the 
religious presence as sentiment or cliche or 
concession to social taste, but it is much 
more than that. A faith in universal order 
and the possibility of the meaningful life, a 
profound belief in the dignity and supreme 
value of man, derives from an individual's 
sense of place in a grand design. (Radical 
Moralist 278) 
However, Gold is very much aware of the complexity of 
Dickens as he readily points out that although Oliver 
Twist achieves a harmony through religion, through love, 
at the end it still is true that "Dick has died and 
Nancy and Fagin have been 'butchered"' (3). Hence, the 
powerful classes have removed the lower classes--those 
who actually bring energy to this novel; the positive 
portrayal of religion cannot negate that horrifying 
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remaining fact. 
In Sanctuary, however, we find no redeeming section 
devoted to showing religion as a potentially positive 
force. Through religion, Faulkner attacks the upper-
class' shallowness by presenting the sacrilegious names 
in this novel, the faithless and immoral characters, and 
the falsely religious--the Baptists. To begin, the fact 
that this book--full of terror and privations, 
perversions, corn cob rapes, gin-tea parties, and the 
like--bears the name of a religious shelter (sanctuary) 
can only be labelled as sacreligious and condemning of 
life in the twentieth century. Then, in addition, we 
have the main character named Temple, another place of 
religious worship. So when we find out that she has 
relished her confinement within a whorehouse and all the 
indignities that befell her, we can only shake our heads 
and laugh at the irreverence of black humor's portrait. 
As she is trembling in Goodwin's house after seeing the 
horrible, old, blind man, Temple's repeated standby plea 
of "my father is a judge" is an indictment of proper 
society, which she represents, since it equates her 
father--a powerful judge--with God. 
But she could not think of a single 
designation for the heavenly father, so she 
began to say "My father's a judge; my father's 
a judge" over and over until Goodwin ran 
lightly into the room. (55) 
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Let me now turn to David Williams' fascinating 
interpretation of Temple: 
she tries to pray conventionally to a male 
deity. The comedy of an unwitting pagan 
goddess trying unsuccessfully to recall the 
heavenly father's name is still-blooded and 
double-edged. (146) 
To see Temple as a goddess and to see her father as 
symbolic of the heavenly father both disclose a 
impish, dark sacrilege. One of woman's traditional roles 
is that of an object of worship; or, more politely, a 
receptor of spiritual love as in the courtly love 
tradition. Temple still bears a name that is linked 
with a place of worship; but she no longer receives, or 
is worthy of, exaltation. Instead, she is perverted by 
animalistic acts of lust which are as far from spiritual 
love as one can imagine. Thus she becomes merely a 
receptacle, a hollow goddess even though she functions 
as a rallying cry for all of polite society who still 
see the need to rescue her from the pits to which she 
has been dragged. In Frederick Karl's words: "As an 
empty vassal, a negative place of worship, she is 
lacking faith and morality" (367). 
Ironically, God himself is not above the reach of 
black humor's revelations. In the tragedy of twentieth-
century existence in Sanctuary, God is reduced from 
being likened to a gentleman--with all of its proper and 
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respectable irnplications--to being a man during the 
conversation between Horace and Ruby: 
"Stop it, now. We dreamed that away, too. 
God is foolish at times, but at least He's a 
gentleman. Dont you know that?" 
"I always thought of Him as a man," the 
woman said. (295). 
It is interesting that the higher class Horace presents 
God as one from his class, a gentleman, whereas the 
lower class Ruby sees Hirn as a mere man; this becomes 
even more twisted when we remember that Ruby's knowledge 
of men has come from her many sexual experiences. 
Faulkner makes use of dark humor also to attack 
Baptists. Miss Jenny easily brushes aside the thought 
that Baptists are thoughtful, caring people during 
Horace's rage against the Baptist minister, who would 
damn Goodwin and Ruby: whose idea was that "the child be 
reared and taught the English language for the sole end 
of being taught that it was begot in sin by 
two people who suffered by fire for having 
begot it. Good God, can a man, a civilized 
man, seriously ... " 
"They're just Baptists," Miss Jenny said. 
"What about the money?" (132-33) 
The apparent ease of explanation and subsequent 
dismissal undercuts any sort of importance placed upon 
Baptist religion. Horace later attacks Narcissa, since 
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she defends these Baptist women who claim that Tommy's 
death is just a "case of cold-blooded murder" by 
Goodwin, by retorting, "I suppose they say that too, out 
of their odorous and omnipotent sanctity" (193). To use 
omnipotent sanctity as a way to describe these "proper" 
ladies' attitudes is quite derisively degrading toward 
religion and the upper classes, and deliberately so on 
Horace's part. 
But the wariness toward Baptists' fundamental 
impulses has been effectively instilled in Horace. When 
he is trying to negotiate with Senator Clarence Snopes 
for information about Temple's whereabouts, and after 
agreeing to pay Snopes' price, Horace 
drew his knee up and set his elbows on them 
and laid his hand to his face. "Where is--
Wait. Are you a Baptist, by any chance?" (215) 
Benbow's concern with the religious preference of the 
immoral Snopes cannot help but induce belly laughs from 
the gut of black humor. Fortunately, Clarence reassures 
him that although his parents are Baptists, he is 
"putty liberal" (215). Religion as portrayed by 
Faulkner does not of fer much encouragement toward those 
without power; after all, only the dying heaven tree 
presides over the jailyard (53). 
From this study, then we can extrapolate certain 
points. Both Faulkner and Dickens take advantage of 
black humor as a way of revealing certain unfair 
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practices in society, certain deep facades which are 
present. But Faulkner's attack upon religion is much 
more forceful and intense than Dickens' who focuses his 
scorn upon the mis-users of religion--eventually, 
religion offers some kind of hope. Again, Faulkner's 
bleak portrayal of the possibilities brought about by 
religion reflects the "god is dead" phase of the post 
World War I horror-stricken world. 
The Grotesque in Black Humor 
From the lack of value that black humor places upon 
death and intangible religion, we proceed to the 
physical, the deformities and perversions in life. To 
begin, let us twist to the grotesque characters in 
Sanctuary and Oliver Twist. One of the first points to 
remember when discussing the grotesques is that their 
exaggerated emphasis on body parts make them fit quite 
well into black humor (Winston 282). In other words, as 
black humor is "scorning the limits of rational 
thought," by perverting and exaggerating the rational, 
a niche for the grotesque opens up. In the grotesque 
realm of black humor, according to Matthew Winston, 
where blackness is emphasized, people are likened to 
animals, body parts become distorted, and the central 
figure of the grotesque black humor is often a madman 
(282-83). All of these features exist in Oliver Twist 
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and Sanctuary. 
An interesting point of Sanctuary is that there are 
many instances of someone being compared metaphorically 
to an animal. However, the comparisons do not indicate a 
positive attitude toward people but show rather the 
animality of humans. Through the link with animals, 
their movement or appearance, certain body parts become 
exaggerated and hence grotesque. To liken a certain 
part of the body to an animal is to draw attention to 
it, to intensify it, and thereby distort it. These 
grotesque images and descriptions are far from purely 
positive as they reek of humorous negativity. An example 
occurs during our first encounter with the person whom 
we later realize is Lee Goodwin: he says, "I be dawg if 
he aint a case now" and then continues to shuffle out of 
the room with a "shambling, bear-like gait" (10). We 
can see these distorted body parts throughout the levels 
of society--from the master of the underworld, Popeye; 
to those who are in both worlds like Senator Snopes; 
through Temple who is supposed to be representative of 
higher society. But, as I have said, no one is really 
part of high society in Sanctuary. Even Popeye, who 
hates animals in the first place, as emphasized by his 
careless killing of them or cutting them up live, is 
likened to a horse during the sexual encounter between 
Temple and him: 
Him crouching beside the bed, his face wrung 
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above his absent chin, his bluish lips 
protruding as though he were blowing upon hot 
soup, making a high whinnying sound like a 
horse. ( 167) 
This scene is a triple hit for black humor as it 
encompasses both the grotesque, perverse sex, and is a 
mixture of the horrible and the funny. Popeye, 
grotesquely put together as he is, not only has a voice 
of a horse, but possesses "cat feet" as well (220). 
But the award-winning depiction of animal imagery 
in the human form goes out to Clarence Snopes' face. 
Horace looked 
into a vast, puffy face without any mark of 
age or thought whatever--a majestic sweep of 
flesh on either side of a small blunt nose, 
like looking out over a mesa, yet without some 
indefinable quality of delicate paradox, as 
though the creator had completed his joke by 
lighting the munificent expenditure of putty 
with something originally intended for some 
weak acquisitive creature like a squirrel or a 
rat. (182) 
Obvious wasteland images enter alongside the mention of 
the senator and his varmint face. And, of course, we 
must remember that this man is a senator--representative 
of public opinion; Faulkner again permits black humor to 
undermine political pretense. Clarence Snopes is the 
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bridge between the classes of Temple and Popeye. 
From the Snopes of the underworld we can proceed to 
those grotesques who move in upper society but really 
have the desire for the underworld. In the scene 
consisting of Temple's prideful recounting of events to 
Horace, animal images emerge: 
. . . she was recounting the experience with 
actual pride, a sort of naive and impersonal 
vanity, as though she were making it up, 
looking from him to Miss Reba with quick, 
darting glances like a dog driving two cattle 
along the lane. (226) 
Merely a few pages later, probably to her dismay, Temple 
executes a tremendous feat as she twists from being 
likened to a dog to being likened to a fish when she 
goes after her object of lust, Red. 
When he touched her, she sprang like a bow, 
hurling herself upon him, her mouth gaped and 
ugly like that of a dying fish as she writhed 
her loins against him. (252) 
Even though she is likened to an animal, or perhaps 
because she is one, Temple has no difficulty in 
attributing animal characteristics to others. She curses 
Gowan as a "filthy pig" (38) and later scorns Popeye as 
a "little runt" (243). 
Let us now proceed to the second characteristic of 
grotesque black humor: distorted body parts. There are 
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other ways of exaggerating bodies besides drawing 
attention to it by likening certain parts to an animal. 
Without referring to animal metaphors, Popeye is the 
central grotesque character in Sanctuary. He even beats 
out Senator Snopes since Popeye never smiles and smells 
as black as the death drool from Emma Bovary. He 
simultaneously occupies the proud position of the 
central madman character--the third characteristic of 
grotesque black humor--who possesses mechanical body 
parts which fit into the setting of the wasteland. What 
a grotesque combination of mechanical and animal body 
parts! To where has humanity disappeared? The first 
time we meet Popeye squatting across the creek from 
Benbow: 
[he was] twisting and pinching cigarettes in 
his little doll-like hands, spitting into the 
spring. His skin had a dead, dark pallor. His 
nose was faintly aquiline, and he had no chin 
at all. His face just went away, like the 
face of a wax doll set too near a hot fire and 
forgotten. Across his vest ran a platinum 
chain like a spider's web. (5) 
Not the most prepossessing character, that is for sure. 
There are a few layers of twisted black humor at work 
here--one of which is not revealed until the end of the 
novel when we find out that Popeye, in fact, was a 
victim of a fire. And the outrageous daring on 
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Faulkner's part to describe Popeye as having a doll's 
features is deliciously full of dark laughter. First of 
all, the juxtaposition of a usually accepted symbol of a 
"classy" nose, one that is aquiline, against the 
deadness of the rest of his face is clearly undermining 
certain notions of class distinctions. Also, the 
incongruity of a fancy platinum chain--like a web of a 
spider which is one of those creatures that often 
scuttles through the wasteland--worn by one of the 
underworld who participates in the lower-class activity 
of rolling his own cigarettes lends to the unstable 
black humor. Popeye is a lower class character who 
possesses some upper class appearances. I wouldn't like 
to meet him sitting across from a spring--traditionally 
symbolizing a place where new life and hope (not in the 
form of a child's perverted toy doll) is born! Deformed 
and grotesque, Popeye fails to awaken much affection. 
Now we can advance to Dickens' use of the 
grotesque. The critic Nancy Hill insists in her book A 
Reformer's Art that Dickens taught the readers to 
distrust the surf ace prettiness that had been presented 
to them through the picturesque. And, conversely, he 
taught his readers, by means of the grotesque, to probe 
for meaning below, or between, the surfaces. (10) 
It seems to me that in Oliver Twist Dickens uses the 
deatiled exaggeration of body parts to portray the 
grotesque presiding in the world of the under society. 
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Graheme Smith, too, in his article "Comic Subversion and 
Hard Times" mentions London as the "appropriate setting 
of a maimed humanity" (150). 
From the time when the young, impressionable Noah 
Claypole tries to imitate the fancy satanic darkness of 
Fagin by tapping his nose as Fagin does "not with 
complete success, in consequence of his nose not being 
large enough for that purpose" (322) to the horrific 
description of Fagin and his face, we cannot escape 
exaggeration: 
Fagin sat watching in his old lair, with a 
face so distorted and pale, and eyes so red 
and bloodshot, that he looked less like a man, 
than like some hideous phantom, moist from the 
grave and worried by an Evil spirit. . . . he 
disclosed among his toothless gums a few such 
fangs as should have been a dog's or rat's. 
(356) 
Not only is Fagin metaphorically likened to a rat or 
dog, animal characteristics being the first feature of 
grotesque black humor, he also belongs in the deepest 
underworld of death, in Hell. From this one example of 
Fagin, it is impossible to reveal the upper class' 
superficial prettiness; Fagin is terrifying here. Even 
at the end of Oliver Twist, when Fagin is nearing his 
just end, grotesque imagery is present through the fact 
that the "court was paved, from top to bottom, with 
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human faces" (404). 
Next we can move to Bumble, one step above Fagin, 
who is another clear owner of distorted body parts--the 
second characteristic of grotesque black humor. Bumble, 
who as a character does not embody so much evil as 
Fagin, is also grotesque. As Hill states, "who but a 
grotesque would be known chiefly through his buttons?" 
(58). When he loses his position as a beadle, he loses 
his identity which comes with his clothes as well: 
He still wore knee breeches ... but they were 
not the breeches. The coat was wide skirted; 
and in that respect like the coat, but, oh, 
how different .... 
Strip the bishop of his apron, or the 
beadle of his hat and lace; what are they? 
Men. Mere men. (267} 
Of course, focusing upon a certain article of clothing 
distorts body parts. Here, too, the artificiality of 
society is shown. If it weren't for clothes, for 
appearances, Bumble recognizes that all men would be 
equal. Bumble's focus on clothes is important as John 
Carey makes the point that Dickens thought clothes, 
boots, and legs incredibly humorous (42). We don't have 
to search long to find humor revolving around the 
grotesque emphasis on a boot or body part. Both Toby 
Crackit and the Artful Dodger are entranced by their 
boots, especially the polishing of them: 
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. . . it was the sense of freedom and 
independence which a rational animal may be 
supposed to feel when he sits on a table in 
easy manner smoking a pipe, swinging one leg 
carelessly to and fro, and having his boots 
cleaned all the time, without even the past 
trouble of having taken them off, or the 
prospective misery of putting them on, to 
disturb his reflections. (129) 
an 
Again, here is the comparison of man with animal, as 
well as the intense focus upon a single body part--both 
aspects of grotesque black humor. 
The third feature is the presence of a central 
madman character. As I have already mentioned, Monks 
occupies this position in Oliver Twist. Since he 
crosses the boundaries of social stratification--a bit 
like Popeye who wears a platinum chain, has an 
aristocratic nose and is concerned about his 
appearance--Monks is just as much at home in the lower 
classes as in the upper class where he was born. 
Ironically, he symbolizes the intense persecution of the 
lower classes by his obsession with Oliver, even though 
he associates with those very same class. And, finally, 
in the midst of all these irreconcilable incongruities, 
he is an epileptic--his body is metaphorically mad as 
well. 
All in all, black humor presents some characters as 
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somewhat grotesque, funny, and tragic due to the 
exaggerated physical descriptions--the animal imagery, 
the distorted body parts. Also, in grotesque black 
humor, there usually is at least one madman. In terms 
of comparing these two authors use of the grotesque, we 
see more blackness being displayed upon Faulkner's part 
than Dickens'. Faulkner exercises more bleak 
description and exaggeration of his characters--but 
maybe that is necessary for the twentieth-century 
audience who has become more conditioned to horror. 
After all, his purpose is to shock the readers into 
recognition of society's ills. Dickens, as I have said 
and as Nancy Hill writes, uses the grotesques to unveil 
any instances of pretensiousness: Fagin, in all of his 
intense distortion, is not hypocritical like Bumble or 
Monks who are still grotesque and like to pretend to be 
other than what they are. Faulkner, too, uses the humor 
in the bleak grotesque to help us prevail. 
Perversions 
From the physical deformities we can advance, or 
perhaps continue would be a better word, to another 
exaggeration which results in a different perversion of 
the body--sexual perversions. Twisted sexuality is part 
of the wasteland motif as well and provides an entrance 
for black humor. However, this section is limited to 
discussion of Sanctuary as Oliver Twist is lacking 
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details of perverse sex which are clearly subject 
to black humor. 
For example, the perversities that arise during 
Nancy's murder by Bill could be sado-masochistic yet 
there is no humor. When Bill and Fagin conspire to 
murder Nancy, evil lurks in the background; Fagin is 
turning on a girl to whom he has been close and Bill is 
turning on a girl with whom he has lived. As Nancy is a 
positive character who has tried to help the hero 
Oliver, her murder is a tragedy as it turns her into "a 
ghastly figure" (362). After she is dead, the narrator 
comments: 
Of all bad deeds that, under cover of the 
darkness, had been committed within London's 
bounds since night hung over it, that was the 
worst. Of all the horrors that rose with an 
ill scent upon the morning air, that was the 
foulest and the most cruel. (363) 
Even though there are some humerus scenes between 
husband and wife, there is no perversity. For example, 
the physical contact of the wrestling fight which Mr. 
Bumble and his new wife engage in is quite funny yet it 
is not truly perverse and twisted as Sanctuary's 
examples. 
Within Sanctuary, then, we find perversions in 
abundance from bloody corn cob rapes to voyeuristic 
activities, another type.of "rape" as it objectifies a 
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person. The main acts of sexual perversion occur between 
Temple and Popeye; all of the debutantes, Little Belle 
and Narcissa (a past debutante) as well as Temple, 
however, are linked with perverse self-voyeurism. But 
let us start with Temple and Popeye. In the brothel: 
the impotent demon, Popeye Vitelli, hung onto 
the bed post and whinnyed like a horse as the 
robust young gangster, Red, serviced the young 
debutante Temple Drake. (Jacobs 317) 
No doubt as shocking to most readers as it was the first 
time for me, the rnenage-a-trois scene between Temple, 
Red, and Popeye is nevertheless told with such an 
underlying humor that in the second and subsequent 
readings it becomes more and more absurd especially when 
we read about Miss Reba's outrage. When we consider the 
implications of Popeye's comic name, and the proper 
Temple with her significant name, as well as the virile 
gangster Red--syrnbol of passion and maybe the devil with 
his hair color--absurdity wells up. One critic 
recognizes the horrible part of this union--and the 
horrible is a central part to black humor as much as the 
humor. Lyall Powers, who writes about these sexual 
perversions, suggests: 
The corning together of Temple and Popeye 
gives horrible expression to the perverse, 
unnatural lust, to human "love" gone 
sickeningly awry . . . his pistol may be taken 
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as Popeye's surrogate means of potency. That 
phallic surrogate is a nicely ironic symbol: 
its ejaculation carries the force of death 
rather than life. (73) 
Popeye's explosions of death reveal the alienation 
between himself and not only Temple but the rest of the 
world. 
Even Miss Reba, a woman who is likely to have seen 
many queer sights as a madame of the brothel, is 
distantly aware that something odd ensues between Temple 
and Popeye. Despite her previous encouragement towards 
Temple to enjoy and bask in the attention of Popeye, who 
would treat a girl right if he ever got one, Miss Reba 
is disgruntled at the arrangement of two men and Temple 
in that room. After Red has been murdered, Reba 
complains to her cronies: 
Me trying to run a respectable house, that's 
been running a shooting gallery for twenty 
years, and him trying to turn it into a 
peepshow. (269) 
Immediately strikingly funny, this comment from the 
outraged madame presents the horror at having her 
"respectable" whorehouse invaded (though she likens the 
action within to the destructively phallic symbol of 
shooting) with cheap, dirty, perverse sex and 
voyeurism--too much to handle without a few nips of gin. 
We can find more instances of perverse sex which 
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elicit a "down-the-snout" laugh if we continue to 
examine Popeye's and Temple's relationship--a hollow 
goddess and a cartoon character who isn't as potent as 
the cartoons have been leading us to believe. Temple 
definitely is intrigued and fascinated with the father 
figure. She murmurs pleadingly to Popeye "Daddy, daddy" 
during their frightful discussion of possibilities on 
the way to the site of Red's murder (243). A few pages 
later, she begs him, "Give it to me . Daddy, Daddy" 
and makes a rather forward advance only to remember at 
the last moment his impotence; she then becomes overcome 
by "revulsion" (249). All of this is embedded in the 
perverse and unnatural relationship but becomes quite 
humorous if we consider Popeye, cartoon character, 
becoming a father figure to the deserted and empty place 
of worship. Dark laughter echos off the confining walls, 
too, when we remember Temple's famous phrase "my father 
is a judge." Are we then to associate Popeye, master of 
the impotent weapon, with law and order? Is Faulkner 
equating Popeye's lawlessness with the legal system? If 
so, then even Popeye remains in a better light since he 
is not indulging in hypocrisy. Or, more absurdly, are we 
to link the "male deity" with Popeye who takes the place 
of God? Is God, then, an impotent gunslinger? 
Let us proceed more into the pits of black humor 
from Popeye's voyeurism to the cause of it all, his 
impotence. Although he tries to assert his masculinity 
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through violence, a surrogate sexual act, Temple still 
scorns his futile and impotent attempts. After 
whimpering that he hurt her mouth during the car trip to 
the last meeting between her and Red, Temple runs into 
the washroom. In the mirror she examined her 
face. "Shucks," she said "it didn't leave a 
mark, even;" drawing the flesh this way and 
that. "Little runt," she said peering at her 
reflection. She added a phrase, glibly 
obscene with a detached parrotlike effect. 
(245) 
Obviously, Temple does not fulfill our vision of a 
potently vibrant woman herself as she mutters in 
meaningless repetition as would a parrot. And, as I have 
already mentioned, she--as an upper class person--is 
very much aware of her own appearance and reflection. 
Is Faulkner mocking the debutantes' love of the face, 
the facade? She is also participating in a voyeuristic 
act by examining her face in the mirror; who does she 
call little runt? Popeye presumably. The mirror scene 
discloses her as a voyeur in her own right, twisting and 
pulling at her face. 
As I have said, the love of mirrors as they reflect 
one's own appearance, is a type of perversion as it 
becomes self-voyeurism. Of course, mirrors distort and 
reverse reality. And mirrors, obviously, are not found 
out behind the barn but rather in a bathroom or a powder 
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room--which is why Temple as a well-to-do young lady is 
well-acquainted and relaxed around them. During her 
confinement at Goodwin's house, when she is suffering 
from anxiety and worry, Temple reassures herself by 
peering at her reflection. After getting ready for bed: 
She opened the raincoat and produced a compact 
from somewhere and, watching her motions in 
the tiny mirror, she spread and fluffed her 
hair and powdered her face and replaced the 
compact and looked at the watch again and 
fastened the raincoat. (75) 
Of course, this ritual, as it seems to be, is absurd in 
the midst of a terrifying situation. It is as if she 
seeks her identity, through her appearance, through her 
compact that she carries around all the time. At the 
end, in the gardens, she looks at her reflection as 
well---although that is the only time that her face is 
"sad" when she sees herself since she has lost the 
energetic vibrance of the underworld. 
An odd instance of her looking at herself comes 
with Popeye's abduction of her to Memphis. When Temple 
begins to break down during that trip, Popeye knows just 
what to do: 
"Shut it," he said, "shut it;" gripping her 
silent. "Look at yourself. Here." With the 
other hand he swung the mirror on the 
windshield around and she looked at her image, 
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at the uptilted hat and her matted hair and 
round mouth. She began to fumble at her coat 
pockets, looking at her reflection. He 
released her and she produced the compact and 
opened it and peered into the mirror, 
whimpering a little. She powdered her face and 
rouged her mouth and straightened her hat, 
whimpering into the tiny mirror on her lap 
while Popeye watched her. He lit a cigarette. 
"Aint you ashamed of yourself?" he said. (144) 
Odd that she wasn't happy looking into the car mirror--
perhaps she could see too much in it and wanted only to 
perceive her face. Popeye question of whether she was 
ashamed calls upon her propriety to reassert itself, 
calls upon Temple to remake herself into an object that 
arouses men's sexual pleasure. And, to add to the 
sexual part of the perversion of this scene, Popeye's 
lighting a cigarette after watching her paint herself 
suggests that they just had completed a symbolic sexual 
act. Very odd. 
In his rambling outcry against the wrongs done to 
him by Little Belle, another debutante--and sounding 
more like a jealous lover than a step-father (perhaps 
indicating yet another father-daughter sexually 
perverse relationship)--Horace mourns: 
And I was smelling the slain flowers, the 
delicate dead flowers and tears, and then I 
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saw her face in the mirror. There was a mirror 
behind her and another behind me, and she was 
watching herself in the one behind me, 
forgetting about the other one in which I 
could see her face, see her watching the back 
of my head with pure dissimulation. (16) 
This scene links mirrors, death, hypocricy and high 
society once more. The ladies of proper society know 
how to use mirrors to their advantage. This scene lacks 
the force of humor that comes with all of the previous 
examples except the one portraying Temple sadly peering 
at her face. In this scene between Horace and Little 
Belle, no underworld characers or setting is present to 
offer redemption and life. out of this muddled and 
distorted confusion, we can identify the surreal quality 
of Horace's attempt to peer into several endless 
reflections in order to decipher what is happening. 
When one adds to this scene the one quoted about 
Temple's gruesome pulling and twisting of her face, and 
the fact that Horace Benbow's sister, the one who 
betrays him to another attorney, carries the name of 
Narcissa after the God who fell in love with his own 
reflection, we can see that mirrors are associated with 
the upper level of society. 
Temple, Narcissa and Little Belle are far from 
positively portrayed. Unfortunately, poor Narcissa is 
the possessor of a "broad, stupid serene face." Laughter 
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wells up at the incongruity between her name and her 
face. Narcissa 
had never been given to talking, living a 
life of serene vegetation like perpetual corn 
or wheat in a sheltered garden instead of 
field. (111) 
This passage certainly does not enhance whatever 
physical image we might have received of this woman. 
Instead, in view of the god after whom she was named, 
the god who is linked to his own reflection, we find a 
distorted image of reality--one of passionless and 
domesticated vegetation. 
Thus, these perversions involve those who try to 
present a facade and who have a voyeuristic self love. 
Popeye is no worse than Temple, who attempts to present 
herself as an object of sexual enticement. The comical, 
sexual acts of perversions, full of twisted black humor, 
only take place in the underworld; on the other hand, 
the instances of upper classes looking at their 
ref lections--all that they possess--are apart from the 
underworld and therefore merely tragic and lifeless. 
Black Humor's Marriage: 
the Terrible and the Funny 
Through the presentation of black humor thus far, 
the relationship between the terrible and the funny has 
been implicitly, if not explicitly, stated. In the 
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examples of the upper and lower class characters in each 
division of black humor--the irreverent handling of 
death and religion, grotesques, and perverse sexual 
relations--we see black humor reaching simultaneously 
towards the tragic and the comic extreme. In order to 
adequately define this relationship between the terrible 
and the funny we must first address the oscillations 
between the tragic and the comic, then explicate the 
role of chance in those oscillations, and conclude with 
the sometimes inextricable embrace of the horrible and 
the funny. 
Let me first provide a critical foundation on which 
to base the specific examples from the texts. Safer has 
already given us the definition of the black humorist 
"moving quickly between darkness and laughter, horror 
and farce" (20). The critic Ihab Hassan outlines how the 
role of chance is essential in black humor. Chance is 
essential, Hassan suggests in critiquing black humor: 
Chance and improvisation are accepted, not 
simply as a source of humor but also as a 
critique of social goals, values, and 
traditions. Chance, which defies the rigid 
possibilities of contemporary life, restores a 
measure of individual freedom. (637) 
Once again, one can note the importance of black humor, 
in this case the element of chance in black humor, 
contributing to an individual's--no matter what level of 
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society the individual springs from--freedom. 
Now we are ready for the more complex, and 
therefore more deserving of space, issue of the actual 
merging of the tragic and the comic extremes. This 
extravagance in the span of black humor is approached by 
Longley. He suggests: 
[black humor] deals with the more violent and 
exaggerated aspects of human behavior. The use 
of the term implies also an awareness of 
Kierkegaard's statement that the comic and the 
tragic touch one another at the absolute point 
of infinity. (157) 
As Longley suggests here, black humor allows for 
the expansive energy of human existence through its wide 
possibilities. In this paraphrase of Kierkegaard's idea, 
the key word to note is "touch" as it reflects the 
marriage of the tragic and the comic. Longley would 
probably agree since he mentions that the "gradual 
fusing together of comedy and tragedy. is the 
essential awareness of every comic artist from 
Aristophanes to the present time" (103). Here, he is 
aware that real comedy does not come from the 
stereotypically sweet gentleness. Rather, its dark 
laugh cuts right to the bottom of the human soul to 
unveil the tragic pain of an absurd human condition--
damned and not caring about redemption. 
Martin Gurewitch in his book Comedy: the Irrational 
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Vision addresses this very issue by referring to Charles 
Baudelaire--whom Faulkner read and admired (Karl 181). 
In his essay on Baudelaire's "L'Essence de Rire," 
Gurewitch quotes Baudelaire: 
Laughter is the product of the fall: one has 
only to glimpse the hideous convulsions 
laughter produces in the human face and form 
to realize it is rooted in a profound 
spiritual degradation. (159) 
Immediately an intimation of the tragedy of the human 
condition in the post-lapsarian state is imposed upon 
our minds. We have the mixture, this merging, of hell 
and laughter within our souls; so, through responding 
with laughter to any one of the situations or characters 
already discussed, we too are participating in the fall 
from grace, in "profound spiritual degradation." 
Interestingly enough, the underworld and the fall are 
tied together; hence, once again, it makes sense that 
black humor beats in the heart of the underworld. 
This question of whether we can clearly distinguish 
between good and evil brings us right to Nietzsche who, 
in his work, suggests that "existence is ambiguous, both 
good and evil by its nature and necessarily so" 
(McFadden 175). Actually, according to McFadden, 
Nietzsche espouses ideas similar to those of the 
surrealist movement and thus is a precursor of black 
humor (175). Nietzsche makes the point that "laughter 
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was invented by the most suffering of animals, 
man. . . . Because man is so strong, he turns sorrow 
into laughter" (McFadden 177). This is a defense of 
black humor. Far from actually attacking upstanding 
values to the point of no hope for redemption, black 
humor saves humanity through celebrating the incredible 
creative potential in turning tears to smiles--albeit 
hideous ones. Although Carey insists that "tragedy is 
tender to man's dignity and self-importance, and 
preserves the illusion that he is a noble creature, 
comedy uncovers the absurd truth" (73), I would insist 
that because of absurdity, humanity's knowledge about it 
and its laughing response, we can still retain dignity 
with a wry smile upon our visage. 
Let us now execute a turn and scrutinize the 
relationship between the terrible and the funny in 
Oliver Twist. In Dickens' letters, we discover the 
following: 
He considered the juxtaposition of serious 
and comic necessary not only to the reality of 
the comic characters but of the serious 
characters as well. (Ford 138) 
Although I would have to ask whether or not Dickens' 
characters are actually realistic--perhaps a better word 
would be believable since I tend to agree with Fiedler's 
assertion of the deliberate distortion of the 
personalities of these figures--I would agree that the 
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idea behind this assesment of Dickens is still valid. 
Comedy, perhaps, is necessary to the surreality of these 
characters. 
Oliver Twist contains several narrational comments 
which show consciousness of the oscillation between and 
encompassment of the tragic and the humorous. Mr. 
Brownlow, at the end of the novel, informs Oliver that 
if it (a tale) were one of "unmarred joy and happiness, 
it would be very brief" (376). Obviously, then, Oliver 
Twist is a story of mixed joy and sadness and tends 
towards great length. But the best comment on the 
oscillation between the tragic and the comic in Oliver 
Twist springs directly from the author who writes: 
It is the custom .•. in all good melodramas, 
to present the tragic and comic scenes, in as 
regular alteration, as the layers of red and 
white in a side of steaky bacon. The hero 
sinks upon his straw bed, weighed down by 
fetters and misfortunes; in the next scene, 
his faithful but unconscious squire regales 
the audience with a comic song. We behold, 
with throbbing bosoms, the heroine in the 
grasp of a proud and ruthless baron: her 
virtue and her life alike in danger, drawing 
forth her dagger to preserve the one at the 
cost of the other; and just as our 
expectations are wrought up to the highest 
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pitch, a whistle is heard, and we are 
straightaway transported to the great hall of 
the castle: where a greyheaded seneschal sings 
a funny chorus with a funnier body of vassals, 
who are free of all sorts of places, from 
church vaults to palaces, and room about in 
company, carolling perpetually. 
Such changes appear absurd; but they are 
not so unusual as they would seem at first 
sight. The transitions in real life from well 
spread boards to death-beds, and from mourning 
weeds to holiday garments, are not a whit less 
startling; only, there, we are busy actors, 
instead of passive lookers-on, which makes a 
vast difference. (118) 
Dickens acknowledges the absurdity which exists not only 
in fiction but in life because of the violent swings 
between the tragic and the comic. This passage prepares 
the audience to abandon Oliver to his dark sleep in the 
clutches of Fagin in order to swerve to the courtship of 
Mrs. Corney and the beadle Mr. Bumble. Other instance 
of this swing from the tragic to the comic include 
Oliver's mother's death and the nurse's concern for the 
cork; the death of the old woman pauper which interrupts 
the courtship of Bumble and Mrs. Corney; the sadness of 
Rose and Harry's seemingly irreconcilable parting and 
inability to be together to the inharmonious slapstick 
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quarrel between Bumble and his new bride (267); the 
worry of Oliver's possible detection and culpability in 
the theft to the Bow Street Runners' commentaries of the 
ways of the young lords. It is noteworthy that all of 
these examples swerve from one class to another. 
Oliver Twist is like a swing swooping from the 
highest extreme of polite society down through the dregs 
of London up again into the spots of loftiest 
pretension, all of which swings reveal the possibilities 
of chance. Of course, possibilities of changing from a 
tragic or comic circumstance is a result of chance's 
interaction and is therefore vital in a discussion of 
black humor. For example, Oliver can step out the door 
in London and meet either Mr. Brownlow or one of Fagin's 
gang. This suggestion that anything can happen at any 
time, in other words the undercurrent of chance, plays a 
central role in the mask of confusion. Remember 
Hassan's explication on the role of chance in black 
humor. Since Hassan is not writing specifically about 
Oliver Twist but about black humor, the fact that it can 
easily be switched to apply to Oliver Twist is 
significant in proving the existence of black humor in 
this novel. The possibilities, the role of chance, and, 
in fact, all of black humor lead toward the possibility 
of an individual's--and therefore of society's--eventual 
emancipation from the tyrannical rules of propriety. Of 
course, all of these excessive potential possibilities 
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take place, as I have mentioned previously, within the 
boundaries of the underworld. 
Not only are there swings from the tragic to the 
comic but there are also times within Oliver Twist that 
laughter in tragic or violent circumstances appears. The 
case of Charley Bates, who nearly died from laughing at 
Oliver, is an example of this. Another one would be 
Noah's repeated outbursts of laughter when he gives an 
account of Nancy's meeting with the rich folk--in 
effect, a death sentence for Nancy. All of these 
hellish instances of humor are a clear result of the 
Fall as Baudelaire argues: perhaps this is why passion, 
and not spiritual love, is present within the actions 
and conversations of the characters in the underworld. 
Tragedy intermingles with comedy during several 
striking commentaries about the paupers--some of these 
have already been used as examples. Despite the sadness 
that we might feel over the pitiable and tragic 
circumstances of the poor, we cannot help but give way 
to the black laughter that overwhelms rational 
sensibilities. For example, Noah, who mocks Oliver for 
his parentage, is proud: 
No chance child was he, for he could trace his 
genealogy all the way back to his parents who 
lived hard by; his mother being a washerwoman, 
and his father a drunken sailor, discharged 
with a wooden leg, and a diurnal pension of 
L 
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twopence-half penny and an unstateable 
fraction. ( 31) 
The blackness of a reader's laughter that dismisses 
Noah's pride at knowing where he came frorn--not rnuch--is 
as contemptible as Noah's pride in descending from these 
two characters. As readers, we are forced to acknowledge 
our similarity with those at whom we have been laughing 
(one of Elaine Safer's points about the way black humor 
works). Once again, the strength of black humor social 
commentary emerges as Dickens forces us to recognize our 
resemblances to the middle class in this novel--a clear 
and necessary tactic for any indictment of asects of 
society which are in need of change. 
Another commentary embracing both the tragic and 
the comic arrives with Mr. Bumble's insistence that the 
problem with Oliver's behavior sterns from overfeeding. 
He tells Mrs. Sowerberry: 
You've raised an artificial soul and spirit in 
him, ma'am, unbecoming a person of his 
condition: as the board, Mrs. Sowerberry, who 
are practical philosophers, will tell you. 
What have paupers to do with soul or spirit? 
It's quite enough that we let 'em have live 
bodies. If you had kept the boy on gruel, 
ma'am, this never would have happened. (46) 
The comedy of Bumble's class acting as God--"it's quite 
enough that we let 'em have bodies"--juxtaposed against 
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the tragedy of those in power feeding the unfortunates 
only gruel is packed with black humor. Ironically, this 
pauper as well as other characters of the underworld are 
much more spirited, passionate, and energetic than any 
one of the stuffed cardboard characters of the very well 
fed. 
Another lady whose station is above the dreadful 
poor, Mrs. Corney, is a personification of the tragi-
comic elements found throughout this novel. Is there any 
one who would claim that it is not a shame that this 
horrible woman is in charge of the workhouse? Yet in 
the following horrible description when she had to 
hasten away from the courting Mr. Bumble because an old 
woman needed to see her before death, laughter is 
present: 
The worthy Mrs. Corney muttered a variety of 
invectives against old women who couldn't 
even die without purposely annoying their 
betters. (171) 
Here is another example that reflects the antagonism 
existing between the classes. All of these instances 
show the potent embrace of the tragic and the comic in 
black humor in Oliver Twist. 
There are not so many instances of wide 
oscillations between the tragic and the comic in 
Sanctuary. The scenes in which these swings occur have 
already been mentioned: the cold blooded murder of Red 
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to his comic funeral and the comic scenes at the 
brothel. 
Of course, some readers criticize the oscillation 
that occurs and further confuse the issue by suggesting 
that this unstableness, this range of possibility, this 
ingredient of chance, in humor is not only a point in 
its favor but also one of the drawbacks. Of course, how 
can this not be the case with the twisted black humor? 
Nothing is all one way or another but rather all ways at 
once! Richard Moreland points out what he calls this 
"limitation": 
. the constant possibility of not 
achieving humor's always unstable poise under 
the pressure of constantly changing events. 
(68) 
Therefore, black humor is inherently undefinable as it 
doesn't stop changing. Therefore much trouble exists in 
assigning a reason or rationale for the irrational 
laughter. 
But another influential critic, Robert Jacobs, 
agrees that Faulkner's efforts towards the tragic and 
the comic were successful: 
In 1931, however, Faulkner proved in Sanctuary 
that he could juxtapose the broadly laughable 
to the terrible without destroying either 
effect. (312) 
On the contrary, in Sanctuary Faulkner managed to bring 
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more vibrance and vibrations to his writing as a result 
of drawing upon these two "opposite" extremes. Of 
course, complications enter when the laughable and the 
tragic are so entwined that it is impossible to separate 
them. More often than not, Faulkner tends to blend the 
tragic and the comic together. Fiedler describes: 
Just as in Dickens, however, [Faulkner's] 
humor scarcely ever remains pure; there is no 
clear line between the horrible and the funny, 
both verging toward that disconcertingly 
ambiguous blending called these days "the 
Absurd." (No 116) 
Faulkner, too, by embracing both the horrible and the 
funny captures the wide range of emotions between the 
two. Therefore, when reading, one would have at least 
two reactions at one time--illogical--flinching from 
Popeye's excitement from watching Temple and Red while 
simultaneously wryly smiling at his absurd animal 
sounds, for example. Too, Temple's twisted 
explanations, when we learn that she can be proud of her 
adventures, makes the horror recede as do Miss Reba's 
explanations and criticism. Other examples of this 
merging of the tragic and the comic appears with Ruby 
keeping her child in a box to protect him from the rats, 
Miss Reba mourning for her lost love, and Horace 
announcing that fetching shrimp every Sunday was the 
cause of his separation from his wife. Thus, the 
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merging of two extremes, to touch at the point of 
infinity, does not permit the reader to "respond to 
to either one alone" (Winston 273). 
In conclusion, both Dickens and Faulkner revel in 
the mixture of the horrible and laughable which donates 
a depth and complexity to their novels that is absent in 
works focusing exclusively on the comic or the tragic. 
As a twentieth-century reader, I would say that Faulkner 
is more explicitly shocking with the violent depictions 
of ugly rape jarred against the comedy of this 
whorehouse. In fact, he seems to use the complicated 
method of merging of these two extremes of the tragic 
and the comic instead of swinging from one to the other. 
On the other hand, perhaps since we are modern readers 
intensely aware of the socio-economic and political 
problems of the world/society, Dickens' abrupt swings 
from the workhouse to the dreary London streets to the 
country loveliness are not so intense. Maybe a 
nineteenth-century's reader's reaction to Dickens would 
have been comparable to a twentieth-century's reader's 
reaction to Faulkner. After all, the longer the 
problems of poverty, the government and the legal 
system persist, the more shocking an author needs to be 
in order to draw a forceful reaction which will lead to 
society's betterment. 
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III 
FUNCTION OF BLACK HUMOR 
There are four main dimensions that this last 
category of the function or purpose behind using black 
humor broadly encompasses: the first shows that black 
humor, like other types of humor, is a way to make a 
social statement in hopes of bettering society; the 
second logically follows the first with portraying a 
parody of upper classes; the third describes the 
complexity of William Faulkner and Charles Dickens as 
they are rather ambivalent in their attitudes towards 
the lower classes; and the final conclusion at which we 
have been aimed in this essay describes the integration 
of energy and passion into the underworld, the world of 
black humor. 
Before discussing the first section which examines 
the purpose of social comedy, let me first expand upon 
some previously presented definitions of the various 
class distinctions that I see in Faulkner and Dickens. 
This will make the mockery of the classes appear 
clearer, I believe. First let us turn to Faulkner. 
Robert Jacobs suggests that there are two divisions 
of characters in Sanctuary. He outlines the following 
distinctions: 
Faulkner provides us with two castes of 
characters, one from the "best" people in the 
state of Mississippi, as represented by Temple 
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Drake and Gowan Stevens, the other drawn from 
the red-necks, prostitutes, bootleggers, and 
gamblers. Ironically, each class apes the 
mores of the other. Gowan Stevens, a student 
from the University of Virginia, drinks like a 
Memphis wino and abandons Temple in the 
hideout of the gangsters. Temple, a coed at 
the University of Mississippi, finds her 
proper metier in Miss Reba's whorehouse. 
Daughter of a Mississippi judge, she is more 
sexually depraved than the whores around her, 
and scandalizes Miss Reba herself who believes 
in certain proprieties of behavior. 
It appears in this novel that Faulkner 
cynically equates the best and worst of 
society. The best people may be drunkards and 
sluts; the representatives of religion and 
social order instigate a lynching. (312) 
Again, I am not convinced that Faulkner represents the 
two classes as equals. In the scenes of the underworld, 
the world which acknowledges the wasteland and tragedy 
in contemporary society, energy and laughter well up in 
the form of black humor. Faulkner attacks rigorously the 
haves, those of the middle-class--there are no true blue 
aristocrats in Sanctuary--and centers love for life in 
the lower class. 
On the other hand, in Oliver Twist there are 
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certain limiting positive views in that Dickens reserves 
the true nobility--exemplified by the Maylies and Mr. 
Brownlow--from attack. The class which is under the 
most scrutiny are those straddlers between the 
underworld who aspire to the upper-class positions of 
power; this middle class includes Bumble, the doctor, 
the lawyers, and those in charge of the workhouses. All 
of these characters are contemptible as they succumb to 
the temptation of hypocrisy. Fagin and his gang of the 
underworld are at least not hypocrites (Gold 48). Hence 
the derision of black humor most strongly attacks the 
middle class--those of the upper underworld--those with 
the veneer of respectability. Whatever the class 
distinctions, it remains true that all of the cases of 
black humor occur within the levels of the underworld, 
the place in need of change. 
Black Humor as a Social Conunentary 
Although I have incorporated the essence of 
Faulkner's and Dickens' driving desires to make a 
social statement within all of the examples of black 
humor, I find it necessary to explicitly dedicate a 
short section to this topic. In this part, after 
outlining some critical theories of black humor, I will 
then pose the question of who Dickens and Faulkner 
intended to reach with their messages in these novels--
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in other words, who are their intended audiences. Next, 
after broadly focusing upon each of these author's uses 
of black humor, I will proceed to cite specific examples 
from both of the texts which reveal the conflict between 
the classes. 
To begin defining black humor's social message, let 
us turn to Henri Bergson, who in Laughter writes that 
laughter is always social. But this definition is 
incomplete as it does not account for the struggles and 
complications which are overcome by humor. Obviously, 
it is not easy to undertake the making of a complex 
social indictment especially as the audience, as we will 
see, would probably hesitate to acknowledge the 
validity of the message. In their essay, "Humor as a 
Tool of Social Interaction," Kane, Suls, and Tedeschi 
offer a solution to this awkward dilemma: 
Humor can help the source claim or disclaim 
responsibility for his actions, can reveal 
courage or relieve embarrassment, may invoke 
normative commitments or release the 
individual from commitments [and therefore can 
be interpreted} in different ways ... it's 
only a joke. (13) 
In order, then, to be able to slip these mockeries 
directed at the middle and upper classes under the noses 
of those classes, Faulkner and Dickens use humor and 
allow for the possibility of the audience discounting 
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the message--it's only a joke. 
A theory of Baudelaire's expands that idea by 
emphasizing the healing effect of laughter. One purpose 
of laughter, according to Baudelaire focuses upon 
laughter's "regenerative powers": "the hilarity of the 
grotesque opens up a miraculous avenue, to the 
revivication of the vibrant spirit" {quoted in Gurewitch 
198). So through laughter we are encouraged and 
profoundly energized; laughter allows potential renewal 
and rebirth {Baudelaire 452). In other words, not only 
do laughter's "hideous" results reveal our fall from 
grace but, paradoxically, laughter also contains the 
possibility of salvation. Laughter with its 
encouragement of the "vibrant spirit" amidst tyrannical 
horror is our salvation. To be able to laugh at the 
horrors in Oliver Twist and Sanctuary is the only way we 
will be saved from the terror. 
As black humor has now been established as a means 
to make a commentary upon society, we must acknowledge 
that, since Faulkner and Dickens hope for a better 
society, they must be aiming their works at a particular 
audience. Several complications arise if we stop to 
consider which class Faulkner's and Dickens' audiences 
would be. Although my thesis revolves around the 
centering of black humor and thus energy and passion in 
the underworld, the types of readers of Sanctuary and 
Oliver Twist would most likely be far removed from the 
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characters of the underworld class. Characters like 
Popeye and Ruby, with their scorn and disinterest in 
books will not be thumbing through a book unless it 
happens to be a mail order catalogue. On the other hand, 
passionless and weak Benbow, mindless Temple, and 
perhaps even Gowan would be more exposed to books as 
well as the higher classes with more money who visit the 
Luxembourg Gardens, and who surely murmur and drop names 
of popular classical musicians and novelists. So, as 
readers, and the novelists as well since they are trying 
to communicate with the largely middle-class audience, 
we are all in a position calling upon extreme self-irony 
and self-directed laughter. Carey suggests "we end up 
feeling ashamed of Dickens for making us laugh" (72). We 
are the ones who have some power to change the wrongs. 
Dickens and Faulkner sweep all into the embrace of 
mockery, even their readers. 
Longley addresses the function of the social comedy 
by distinguishing the main purpose: 
it is to chastise and correct the 
folly by exhibiting a laughable example 
of extravagances that an audience can easily 
recognize as typical. (103) 
As the audience for the novels has to be the literate 
class not those of the underworld but those of the 
middle and upper classes, Faulkner and Dickens are 
hoping to correct the upper classes' follies--the 
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follies of government, workhouses/poorhouses, and legal 
systems in the nineteenth century and the follies of the 
legal system, government and social stratification of 
the twentieth century. Black humor, then, according to 
Hassan, "purges" the ills of society (640). 
From the broad acknowledgment of black humor as a 
means to make a social commentary, we can now inspect 
the critics' comments upon Faulkner's and Dickens' uses 
of black humor in their texts. Faulkner and Dickens are 
very much writers with a social purpose in mind since 
both of them negatively portray some social 
institutions. Marcus, as other critics have done, 
points out that as a writer Dickens is "dedicated to 
reform" (60) with "most changes directed at the 
maladministration of officials" (62). Gold adds to this 
and writes that, obviously, "humor is part of that 
technique" as Dickens wants to "elicit a more detached 
social understanding and judgement from his audience 
than horror would produce" (Radical Moralist 31). 
Dickens obviously attacks officials and hypocrisy in the 
administrations. Another critic Carey emphasizes 
Dickens' ability to see the facades in life: 
His humour depends on the detection of 
falsity, but also on its invention, and he 
created the greatest gallery of hypocrites in 
fiction. ( 63) 
As I have said, the hypocrites, members of the upper 
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underworld, receive black humor's scrutiny. All of 
these comments show humor dancing through the lower 
levels of society that cry out for improvement since 
tragedy is present there, too. 
On the other hand, it is much more difficult to 
provide a critical foundation for the humor in 
Sanctuary, as it has been received as strikingly evil. 
When first published, Sanctuary was discounted because 
of the presence of the sensational terror; the critic 
Coindreau explains how, after this novel was published, 
"the official voices decreed that Faulkner was not an 
author of good breeding" (104). But Leslie Fiedler 
emphatically insists--and I agree--that "the practice of 
any art at any time is essentially a moral one" (No! 
1). so the critics who scorn or flinch at Sanctuary 
because of its perversities are forgetting or ignoring 
that all writing is for the purpose of communication--it 
is nigh impossible that Faulkner would lack the hope of 
improvement in the human condition, otherwise what is 
the purpose of the writing? Actually he himself 
explained during an interview in Japan: 
You must use evil to try to tell some truth 
which you think is important. There are times 
when man needs to be reminded of evil, to 
correct it, to change it. He should not 
always be reminded of the good and the 
beautiful. I think that the writer or poet or 
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novelist should not just be a "recorder" of 
man--he should give man some reason to believe 
that man can be better than he is. If the 
writer is to accomplish anything, it is to 
make the world a little better than he found 
it, to do what he can, in whatever way he can, 
to get rid of the evils ... that's his job. 
And not to do this by describing merely the 
pleasant things--he must show the base, the 
evil things that man can do and still hate 
himself for doing it, to still prevail and 
endure and last; to believe always that he can 
be better than he probably will. (Thompson 
176) 
Remember as well his remark "I believe in man in spite 
of everything" (The Lion 73, emphasis mine) which 
indicates that although many horrors thrive in this 
world, the possibility of hope and improvement remains. 
If this is the case, then maybe Maxwell Geismar's 
argument about Faulkner's humor is wrong. According to 
Geismar: 
Faulkner's humor is based on malice, cruelty, 
perversions, tricks, it is essentially a 
medium of showing the artist's distaste for 
the prevailing form of Southern Society ... 
it is a hatred of life. (103) 
Although I would agree that his humor, as all black 
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humor, encompasses cruelty and perversions, I would 
emphatically disagree that it shows a hatred of life. 
Quite the contrary, his humor, in spite of all the 
perversions, celibrates life. Faulkner does not have a 
purely optimistic vision but a complex approach to the 
complex emotions and attitudes of the world and society. 
Holman, a critic who holds an opinion contrary to 
Geismar's and closer to mine, notes: 
[Faulkner's humor permits] him to describe 
these people and their way of life without 
treating them either with the Gothic horrors 
which they might have inspired or the 
sentimental sympathy which we might have for 
them had they been presented as the culturally 
depraved. (34) 
Could any reader feel sympathy for Popeye, Red, Temple, 
Miss Reba, or Gowan? Not much for Popeye which 
complicates the discovery of the redeeming energy and 
passion in the underworld. As we cannot feel sympathy 
for Popeye or much for Fagin and Bill Sikes, we must 
later confront the complexities and confusions which 
result in Faulkner's and Dickens' ambivalence towards 
the social classes--the lower classes do not easily win 
the praise and spotlight. Through the humor, Faulkner 
allows us to read this novels--even if our first 
reaction is one of shock--with chuckles that well up 
from deep within our selves. 
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We can now proceed to examine the black humor in 
the specific instances of social indictment in each of 
these texts. Let us first start with Oliver Twist. 
Most of Dickens' attacks are aimed at someone who holds 
a position of power over a less fortunate individual. 
Throughout this novel, many instances occur when someone 
is labelled as a philosopher, one of elevated thought 
and class, which does not appear at all complimentary 
given the context. In fact, according to Humphrey 
House's introduction to the Oxford edition of Oliver 
Twist: 
The "philosopher," with blood of ice and 
hearts of iron, on whom Dickens pours his 
sarcasm in the early chapters, were the 
Malthsians and economists, whose theory of 
population underlay the new Poor Law of 1834. 
Their doctrine briefly was that, however much 
the general wealth of the country grew, there 
would always be a section of the population 
below subsistence level, because of an 
inevitable natural tendency of population to 
increase faster than the means of subsistence. 
Vice and misery were the two first checks on 
the multiplication of unwanted mouths; the 
only third possible check was moral or prudent 
restraint, which meant the prevention, by one 
means or another, of breeding in the poorest 
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classes. All forms of dole, charity or relief 
to a man unable to maintain himself or his 
family were suspect, because they were a 
direct inducement to breed in idleness, and 
thus aided the dismal course of nature. (xii) 
This attack upon the "philosophers" who are in the 
positions of power is often executed. 
After the description explaining the amount of food 
upon which a pauper was expected to exist, the woman in 
charge of the paupers is described: 
. she was a woman of wisdom and 
experience; she knew what was good for her 
children; and she had a very accurate 
perception of what was good for herself. So, 
she appropriated the greater part of the 
weekly stipend to her own use, and consigned 
the rising parochial generation to even a 
shorter allowance than was originally provided 
for them. Thereby finding in the lowest depth 
a deeper still; and proving herself a great 
experimental philosopher. (4) 
This woman in power is of the in-between class 
obviously. And, a bit later, we see the gentlemen of 
the board, members of the wise, upper-class British, 
touted for their brilliant insights: 
The members of the board were very sage, deep 
philosophical men; and when they came to turn 
their attention to the workhouse, they found 
out at once, what ordinary folks would never 
have discovered--the poor people liked it! It 
was a regular palace of entertainment for the 
poorer classes; a tavern where there was 
nothing to pay; a public breakfast, dinner, 
tea and supper all the year round, a brick and 
mortar elysium where it was all play and no 
work. (11) 
Although Oliver was raised by these men, they forgot to 
instill a fundamental knowledge, one which they 
themselves clearly grasped. 
[Oliver] was not theoretically acquainted with 
the beautiful axiom that self preservation is 
the first law of nature. (66) 
From the wisdom of the philosophers, who are great 
thinkers, we can link the bow street runner's story of 
the entertainment of young lords: 
[They] went to see cock-fighting, and badger 
drawing, and that; and a wery intellectual 
manner the sports was conducted in, for I've 
seen 'em off 'en. (227) 
To link intellectualism, young members of the 
aristocracy, and cock-fighting permits Dickens to turn 
the attack of the black humor not only on the upper 
classes but those who too-easily label themselves as 
indulging in intellectual pursuit. 
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As Dickens assaults the powerful ones' imposition 
of institutions upon the poor, reflecting the conflict 
between the different classes, Faulkner also condemns 
the conflict between the classes. According to 
Thompson, that which bothers Faulkner the most is a 
"dodging of moral responsibility" (115); he goes on to 
express the idea that Ruby Lamar, of the underworld, did 
not try to escape that responsibility since she 
willingly did everything she could for her man. 
Obviously, Faulkner is intimating that there is a type 
of responsibility that we have to other people. In 
Sanctuary, however, antagonism between the classes is 
apparent; they chastise each other often. Faulkner 
permits the lower class to have a stronger point of view 
as more humor throbs through their examples. For 
example, Narcissa's disgust at Ruby is not nearly as 
riotous as Popeye's condemnation of Horace as a book 
carrier. Although there are some shared actions between 
the classes--seen clearly during the parody section--
high is high and low is low according to some narrow-
minded, poorly portrayed characters of the "aristocracy" 
who willingly and quickly chastise the lower classes. 
So there is a difference between learning to drink in a 
good school and learning to drink on the streets of 
Memphis. Thus Narcissa is outraged at the thought of an 
untouchable like Ruby staying at her house: "The house 
where my father and mother and your father and mother, 
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the house where I----I wont have it. I wont have it" 
(122). Remember as well that the Christians disolve into 
a mob to attack Lee Goodwin. 
Faulkner, however, keeps a controlling hand on how 
much force the higher class has in cormnenting upon the 
lower class. None of these few instances come close to 
the black humor in the mockery that some lower-class 
characters have at their disposal. Popeye, for example, 
after finding out exactly what Horace carries around in 
his pocket when they first meet, introduces Horace--
member of a better society--to Ruby: 
"It's a professor," Popeye said. 
The woman turned, an iron fork suspended in 
her hand. Behind the stove, in shadow, was a 
wooden box. "A what?" 
"Professor," said Popeye. "He's got a 
book with him." 
"What's he doing here?" 
"I dent know. I never though to ask. 
Maybe read the book." (9) 
This in itself is funny enough--a professor and 
literature being completely brushed aside with little 
importance--a nice self-reflective joke on Faulkner's 
part--but later coupled with another of Popeye's 
cormnents becomes more humorous. After cursing the 
dangers of liquor and muttering that there ought to be a 
law against it--odd coming from the greatest law-
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breaker, and what about prohibition?--Popeye 
looked away in the direction in which the 
house lay. Then he looked at the woman, at the 
top of her sunbonnet. "Goofy house," he said. 
"That's what it is. It's not four days ago I 
find a bastard squatting here, asking me if I 
read books. Like he would jump me with a book 
or something. Take me for a ride with the 
telephone directory." (10) 
This is my favorite passage in the whole novel; it 
celebrates with delightful irony and twisted black humor 
the oddities of life. For not only does Faulkner manage 
to make fun of Popeye and his disregard for books--well, 
he was jumped wasn't he, as he is here within the covers 
of that which he scorns so much--but Faulkner is also 
mocking himself as a writer and us as readers who value 
literature, and the old cliche that the pen is mightier 
than the sword. Anything could be mightier than 
Popeye's sword but not his gun! If one can understand 
this irrational laughter towards the most prized 
literature--remember that the book Horace is carrying is 
Madame Bovary, one of Faulkner's favorite books--as well 
as towards the reader, one can capture the essence of 
black humor. Before society can hope to become better, 
antagonism and the power struggles between the classes 
must be resolved. In a tragi-comic method, both Dickens 
and Faulkner unveil that which needs correction--the 
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lack of communication between the levels in society. 
From the past examples, then, as well as the details to 
come, we can gather that "black humor crosses the 
boundaries of social status to make unequals equal" 
(Monroe 40). Because humor crosses social boundaries 
and is not limited by mores, Dickens' use of humor "had 
not really separated the dregs of society from its 
'froth and cream' but homogenized them" (Colby 20). 
Although both of these statements are valid since 
Faulkner and Dickens ultimately mock all levels of 
society, the true la~ghter and vividness of characters 
still appears at the lowest rungs of society; the lower 
classes capture the center of attention and energy with 
their hold upon extremity of grotesquerie as well as 
varied activities and are thus endowed with much more 
colorful vibrance. So the humor brings much more life 
to the lcwer classes just like it brings l~fe to the 
wasteland by adding the excess of verve and comedy to 
the extremity of lifelessness and tragedy. 
Parody and Shared Mannerisms Between the Classes 
Although this section is labelled as the parody 
section, I am not claiming that the characters within 
each of these novels are aware that they are mimicking 
another class' actions. In Oliver Twist the middle class 
imitates, or tries to, the powerful aristocracy while 
the lower class mimics those above them; the noble 
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characters, of course, are too perfect to indulge in any 
mannerisms of any classes beneath them. On the other 
hand, in Sanctuary not only does the lower class imitate 
the upper but the upper class also shares some 
mannerisms of the lower. In both of the novels, the 
most entrancing instances of black humor enter with the 
descriptions of the lower class "aping" the upper. 
John Carey insists, and I agree, that a "crucial 
aspect of Dickens' humor ... is his ability to see 
through pretence" (54). As the real noble classes are 
too wooden even to be pretentious, we are immediately 
focused upon those who have "some" but want "more." This 
takes us right to the center of pretentiousness, the 
aping of the upper class by the middle class--those of 
the upper underworld. As Nancy Hill pointed out, 
knowledge of pretensions comes by way of the grotesque 
(10); hence Dickens is deliberately making a social 
condemnation of the middle class through use of the 
grotesque. As Bumble is our main grotesque man who is 
not only exaggerated but a pretentious social climber as 
well, let us analyze him first. 
Through Bumble, we find the bleakness and idleness 
of the higher class ideals--even as he so greedily 
grasps at them. If Dickens means the ideals and 
mannerisms of the aristocracy to be truly noble, he 
would have removed them from the mockery of black humor 
as he did with the noble characters of Rose Maylie and 
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Mr. Brownlow. Therefore, Bumble functions as a character 
who unveils polite society's meaningless affectations. 
Within the first few pages of the novel, we see the 
untrue and false, yet superficially polite, refusal of 
what Bumble so ardently desires--a drop of gin. Mrs.-
Mann asks: 
"Now, will you take a little drop of 
somethink, Mr. Bumble?" 
"Not a drop. Not a drop," said Mr.Bumble, 
waving his hand in a dignified but placid 
manner. 
"I think you will," said Mrs. Mann, who 
had noticed the tone of the refusal, and the 
gesture that had accompanied it. "Just a 
little drop, with a little cold water, and a 
lump of sugar." 
Mr. Bumble coughed. 
"Now, just a leetle drop," said Mrs. Mann 
persuasively. 
"What is it?" inquired the beadle. 
"Why, it's what I'm obliged to keep a 
little of in the house to put in the blessed 
infants' Daffy, when they ain't well, Mr. 
Bumble," replied Mrs. Mann as she opened a 
corner cupboard, and took down a bottle and a 
glass, "It's gin. I'll not deceive you, Mr. B. 
It's gin." 
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"Do you give the children Daffy, Mrs. 
Mann?" inquired Bumble, following with his 
eyes the interesting process of mixing. 
"Ah, bless 'em, that I do, dear as it 
is," replied the nurse. "I couldn't see 'em 
suffer right before my very eyes, you know, 
sir." 
"No;" said Bumble approvingly; "no, you 
could not. You are a humane woman, Mrs. 
Mann." (Here she set down the glass.) "I shall 
take the early opportunity of mentioning it to 
the board, Mrs. Mann." (He drew it towards 
him.) "You feel as a mother, Mrs. Mann." (He 
stirred the gin and water.) "I-I drink to your 
health with cheerfulness, Mrs. Mann;" and he 
swallowed half of it. (7) 
Who could fault a dignified beadle for politely 
succombing to the temptation of gin since little 
children use it for medicinal purposes? The nurse, who 
feels like a mother according to Bumble, is really an 
alcoholic woman encouraging addiction and vice in the 
upcoming generation; how caring and proper this whole 
scene is! Doesn't black humor have any respect for 
beadles, nurses, or mothers? Those people in power, 
those in charge of the institutions, are very much more 
concerned with their own appearances than the condition 
of the paupers. 
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Following the proud progress of the beadle, let us 
move onto another description of his insincerity which 
reflects upon the artificial mannerisms of the upper 
class. 
Mr. Bumble always carried his head high; but 
this morning it was higher than usual. There 
was an abstraction in his eye, a elevation in 
his air, which might have warned an observant 
stranger that thoughts were passing in the 
beadle's mind, too great for utterance. (119) 
The upper classes are the only ones to think noble 
sentiments and allowed to walk with lofty thoughts 
unlike Fagin who always slinks with slimy thoughts. 
Previous to this description, however, we already were 
aware that Bumble's thoughts aren't as lofty as they 
should be--which opens the door and welcomes black 
humor's laughter and energy into the middle and lower 
classes. 
From Dickens' narrational conunent that "it would be 
no means seemly in a humble author to keep so mighty 
personnage as a beadle waiting" (197), we can link 
Bumble and Dickens, which reinforces the self-directed 
irony of this book. Bumble recounts his innovative way 
of assigning names to the orphans: 
"We name our foundlings in alphabetical order. 
The last was a s,--swubble, I named him. This 
will be a T,--Twist, I named him. The next one 
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as comes will be Unwin, and the next Vilkins. 
I have got names ready made to the end of the 
alphabet, and all the way through it again, 
when we come to Z." 
"Why, you're quite a literary character, 
sir!" said Mrs. Mann. (8) 
Of course, in this humorous interchange, the irony lies 
in that Bumble's names are at least interesting and a 
bit symbolic--un win, twist, and vilkins like villain; 
they are rather like, in fact, the symbolic names 
created by Dickens. And since Dickens did invent Twist, 
the tie between Bumble and the author is at least, in a 
minor way, present--a twist of self-irony on Dickens' 
part brought to us through the black humor. 
The un-noble and the un-removed mannerisms of the 
upper classes are revealed in that the not-so-high-
quali ty characters are described in terms of those 
mannerisms; so do the lower classes mimic the upper-
class mores. I suppose in that way that Dickens does 
"dissolve limits between classes" (Kucich 45). However, 
this is why black humor is centered around the upper and 
lower underworld--otherwise known as the middle and 
lower class; we never laugh at the Brownlows or Maylies 
who are not alive enough for insincerity. Graheme Smith 
suggests in "Comic Subversion": 
These irrepressible outbursts of laughter 
constitute a voice which interferes with more 
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soberly thematic strategies and deflates 
pretension whenever it dares raise its head. 
(151) 
As pretension is a sort of mimicry, we can descend 
from the middle class' aspirations into the lowest 
underworld of those characters who lack even the veneer 
of respectablity. In this descent, we must first pause 
to question if the lower classes are actually 
pretentious. Gold writes: 
From Dickens' "Christian" viewpoint, however, 
Fagin and his world are freed from one great 
danger, the danger of hypocrisy. All 
possibility of social pretension, position and 
respectablity is denied Fagin and he has no 
means of entering that "overworld" where 
Bumble is destined to become master. (Radical 
Moralist 48) 
There exists a subtle difference between the pretentious 
aspirations--like those of Bumble--and the somehow pure 
mimicry of upper-class mannerisms by those in the 
underworld. 
We are now ready for an inquiry into the depiction 
of Fagin and his gang as rather gentlemenly folk; this 
falls within the section of the lower classes mimicking 
the upper classes' actions. We receive our first 
impression of Fagin from the young scamp, the Artful 
Dodger. In encouraging Oliver to accompany him to 
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London, the Artful Dodger mentions that he knows a 
"spectable old genleman as lives there" (54) which is 
immediately and obviously discounted by the narrator's 
first description of Fagin "whose villanous--looking and 
repulsive face was obscured by a quantity of matted red 
hair. He was dressed in a greasy flannel gown, with his 
throat bare" (56). As Fagin is connected with the 
devil, through the red hair, any instance of black humor 
and Fagin shows black laughter's link with the Fall. 
Black humor, however, waltzes in and takes Fagin in hand 
by making him concede to an upper-class gentleman's 
standard actions of bowing to Oliver, politely shaking 
his hand, and saying that he "hoped that he should have 
the honor of his intimate acquaintance" (57). Part of 
the humor stems from the incongruity between Fagin's 
underworld appearance and his proper action. This is one 
of several instance which again proves that although 
Dickens removes the noble characters from the attack of 
black humor, he leaves black humor to assault the proper 
society's mannerisms and indicates that these manners 
are not inherently noble and should be mocked. Robert 
Colby lists a great many actions which show the lower 
classes aping the manners of the upper classes. For 
example, Oliver is taught manners by watching the 
Dodger; Nancy is taught to carry a basket in her hand 
and move respectably (in order to be less conspicuous); 
she also knows how to lay out the tea things properly; 
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and finally our hero Oliver even takes time to "make his 
toilet" before the burglary (18). 
Not only the thieves but other members of the 
underworld also mimic upper-class actions. During 
Charlotte's and Noah's courtship, which is interrupted 
by Bumble's descent like an avenging angel, Charlotte is 
plopping one oyster after another into Noah's mouth. It 
is not so much the oysters' aphrodisiastic quality to 
which Bumble objects but rather the implication that a 
charity boy is feeding on aristocratic foods and daring 
to step outside his enslaved niche in society. Although 
some could see these examples as reflecting poorly upon 
the lower classes, with all facets considered the poor 
reflection can be centered around the powerful classes, 
the haves, who make and enforce the rules of society. 
Above all, we have to remember that Dickens was a social 
critic and intent upon instigating a reform. 
Faulkner in Sanctuary acts as a social critic, too. 
However, he undertakes a stronger attack upon the upper 
levels of the social structure; there are no noble 
characters who are removed from consideration. Robert 
Jacobs writes "the comedy of Sanctuary serves a satiric 
purpose in Faulkner's indictment of contemporary life" 
(313). The indictment of modern times is seen through 
the lower class parody of upper class actions. Barbara 
Monroe explains this idea by addressing the political 
implications of Faulkner's use of humor: 
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So reversible are the dynamics of a humorous 
situation that Faulkner exposes the oppressive 
possibilities of humor but uses humor to do 
so, thereby reversing the political 
implication of his critique. (50) 
By attaching unstable black humor to political purpose 
in order to reveal pretension and undermine social 
stratification, Faulkner reveals the essential 
complications of black humor. Can anyone delve into the 
twists and turns to withdraw the real meaning? Exactly 
who is black humor condemning? After placing the black 
humor in the underworld, Faulkner's use of parody--
through the reversal of the political implication--
ends up showing the upper class' pretension and 
meaningless hypocrisies. The best examples of the lower 
classes parodying the actions of the upper classes 
centers around the brothel, the gin-tea party, and the 
funeral scene. (I will not bring the funeral scene under 
scrutiny here as I described it in great detail during 
my section on "Black Humor's Treatment of Death.") 
An introduction to the whorehouse arrives with the 
description of Temple's room: 
The whole room had an air of musty stodginess, 
decorum; in the wavy mirror of a cheap 
varnished dresser, as in a stagnant pool, 
there seemed to linger spent ghosts of 
voluptuous gestures and dead lusts. In the 
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corner, upon a faded scarred strip of oil 
cloth tacked over the carpet, sat a washstand 
bearing a flowered bowl and pitcher and a row 
of towels; in the corner behind it sat a slop 
jar dressed also in fluted rose-colored paper. 
(163) 
The black humor of this scene in part arises from the 
juxtaposition between a fastidious, stodgy, and decorous 
atmosphere--like a bedroom that a member of polite 
society might have with its towels, flowered bowls, 
mirror--of a room in a brothel and also from the 
knowledge that in the future at least there will be 
tremendous acts of perversion and passion. But the 
whole brothel attempts an air of propriety. 
Fanzo and Virgil, the travellers, immediately form 
an opinion of the brothel. It must be a hotel because 
"Who ever heard of anybody living in a three story 
house'?" (200). Later, after first learning it is not a 
hotel then deciding it must be a house full of Miss 
Reba's daughters, the two young men from the country 
view the brothel as respectable. Humor emerges even more 
strongly with Miss Reba's wish to borrow their room 
whenever they weren't home since "There was to be a 
detective's convention in town and business would look 
up some" (204). The brothel is endowed with more and 
more propriety as middle-class customers like Horace, a 
would-be detective, were to enter it soon--brought there 
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by an acceptable business. Humor's blackness becomes 
even more outrageous when the young men conclude that 
Miss Reba must be a dressmaker since "the next afternoon 
when they returned from the school they found a woman's 
undergarment under the washstand" (204). The whole 
scene is full to the brim with delightful mockery that 
these two young barber students would assume that a 
place of ill-repute, albeit unknown ill-repute, was 
respectable. 
Even when they finally do realize that such places 
where one can pay for a lady's favors do exist, Fonzo 
and Virgil--ironically named after Dante's guide through 
the real underworld?--still consider the brothel where 
they are staying respectable. After returning home from 
scandalous visits to another whorehouse: 
Fonzo stopped. "We got to sneak in, now," he 
said. "If she was to find out where we been 
and what we been doing, she might not let us 
stay in the house with them ladies no more." 
"That's so," Virgil said. "Durn you. Hyer 
you done made me spend three dollars, and now 
you fixing to git us both throwed out." 
"You do like I do," Fonzo said. "That's 
all you got to do. Dent say nothing." 
Minnie let them in. The piano was going 
full blast. Miss Reba appeared in a door, with 
a tin cup in her hand. "Well, well," she 
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said, "you boys been out mighty late tonight." 
"Yessum," Fonzo said, prodding Virgil 
toward the stairs. "We been to a prayer-
meeting." (206). 
Definitely a game of respectability and reverence is 
being acted out here by Fonzo and Virgil. Since he has 
Fonzo and Virgil substitute the word prayer-meeting (a 
nice way to spend a proper evening) for those 
unspeakable sexual activities, Faulkner displays 
irreverence towards religion and upper society that once 
again does not escape unscathed from black humor! 
The action becomes more and more absurd, more and 
more excessive, with these two young men regretting, as 
they lie in their beds within the unknown brothel, the 
past two weeks spent in ignorance of the pleasures of 
the city. Fortunately, Senator Snopes arrives upon the 
scene and is kind enough to show the naive ones how 
things are done. 
Miss Reba--even a madame of a brothel--too, is 
endowed with her set of morals about what is right and 
what is wrong. Because she is disturbed about the 
activities between Temple and Popeye, she is rather 
upset as she expresses her frustration to her cronies 
after Red's funeral: 
"Me trying to run a respectable house, that's 
been running a shooting-gallery for twenty 
years, and him trying to turn it into a 
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peepshow." 
"It's us poor girls," Miss Myrtle said, 
"causes all the trouble and gets all the 
suffering." 
"I heard two years ago he wasn't no good 
that way," Miss Lorraine said. ( 269) 
Of course, even before this point, the gin-tea party 
threatens the facade of respectability. All of the 
ladies (notice how they are Miss Reba, Miss Myrtle, Miss 
Lorraine) are a rather polite group of ladies drinking 
gin instead of tea--which is reminiscent of Bumble's and 
Mrs. Mann's afternoon--in a very proper way, while 
saying the most outrageous things. In addition, the 
young boy Uncle Bud adds energy by calling the dog, Miss 
Reba, a bitch. 
"Uncle Bud!" the fat woman said, her round 
face, ridged in fatty folds and streaked with 
tears, turned upon the boy with shocked 
surprise, the plumes nodding precariously 
above it. Uncle Bud's head was quite round, 
his nose bridged with freckles like splotches 
of huge summer rain on a sidewalk. The other 
woman sat primly erect, in gold nose-glasses 
on a gold chain and neat iron-gray hair. She 
looked like a school-teacher. "The very idea!" 
the fat woman said. "How in the world he can 
learn such words on a Arkansaw farm, I dont 
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know." (264) 
It is pretty obvious to me how he could learn such words 
on a farm no matter where the farm was located. Through 
inversion and the grotesque descriptions of the 
characters, the black humor is directed once again 
towards unmasking pretentiousness by presenting the 
irony of both a "lady" with plumes in her hat and a 
school teacher look-alike in this situation. Because 
these actions are so easily mimicked by the lower class, 
I cannot help but think that the actions themselves are 
being scrutinized and found sadly lacking. Black humor 
with its instability is easily able to reverse the 
political critique and show not only the incongruity and 
therefore absurdity of the lower class acting as the 
upper one but also hint at the inherent absurdity of 
polite society's mannerisms such as the ladies claiming 
ingnorance of how Uncle Bud learned the word "bitch." 
In the gin-tea party, more "upper class" manners 
are shown as absurd. Through the mournful discussion of 
Red and of men in general, perhaps using vocabulary a 
shade more risque than what may be expected but the 
manner of articulation "in decorous half completed 
sentences, with a little gasp of agreement" leaves 
nothing to be desired, the unstable black humor unmasks 
the pretentious speech habits of the upper class. From 
the notion of comfort that children bring to a soul, the 
conversation turns to Virgil and Fonzo. In response to 
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the question if the boys still stayed with her, Miss 
Reba replies affirmatively: 
"I think I got to get shut of them, though. I 
aint especially tender-hearted, but after all 
it aint no use helping young folks to learn 
this world's meaness until they have to. I 
already had to stop the girls running around 
the house without no clothes on, and they 
dent like it." 
They drank again, decorously, handling 
the tankards delicately, save Miss Reba who 
grasped hers as though it were a weapon, her 
other hand lost in her breast. She set her 
tankard down empty. "I'll get so dry, seems 
like" she said. "Wont you ladies have 
another?" They murmured, ceremoniously. 
"Minnie!" Miss Reba shouted. (265-66) 
The incongruity of the polite manner of agreement and 
Miss Reba's bellowing reveals the unstable black humor. 
With the loosening of inhibitions arriving with the 
intake of alcohol comes the loosening of tongues and the 
fading away of many polite facades. 
They bowed formally and drank, patting their 
lips. Then they began to talk. They were all 
talking at once, again in half-completed 
sentences, but without pauses for agreement or 
affirmation. (268) 
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The liquor flows more and more quickly as both gin 
and beer are consumed. Even though the ladies begin to 
feel tipsy, ignoring what the others say, they are not 
too intoxicated to miss Uncle Bud's last attempt for a 
sip of beer: 
"Uncle Bud!" Miss Myrtle said. She grasped the 
boy by the arm and snatched him out from 
behind Miss Reba's chair, and shook him, his 
round head bobbing on his shoulders with an 
expression of equable idiocy. "Aint you 
ashamed? Aint you ashamed? Why cant you stay 
out of these ladies' beer?" (270) 
Neither are they too intoxicated to forget to make him 
leave the room when the issue of sexuality is discussed. 
This consideration is one of very polite society but 
inconsistent with the vision of a madame of a brothel 
and her friends indulging in gin. All of these 
rollicking absurdities contribute to the mocking (not 
intentional on the ladies' part) of upper-class 
mannerisms. With a little imagination, this could be a 
tea party. 
Sometimes those of the lower class share certain 
possessions that are usually found in upper-class polite 
society. A previous example of this would be Popeye 
wearing a platinum chain. The most absurd instance of 
this comes near the beginning of Temple's introduction 
to the underworld. During the conversation between Ruby 
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and Temple, after Temple inquires where the bathroom is 
located, Ruby pauses blankly: 
"What?" the woman said. She looked at Temple 
across her shoulder while Temple stared at her 
with that grimace of cringing and placative 
assurance. From a shelf the woman took a mail-
order catalogue and tore out a few leaves and 
handed them to Temple. "You'll have to go to 
the barn, like we do." (95) 
In this scenes the exquisite absurdity of Ruby's 
incomprehension as to Temple's meaning followed by the 
straightforward ever-so-natural handing over part of a 
mail-order catalogue both add to the incongruity of the 
whole situation. Although there isn't a bathroom, or 
even an outhouse, only the wide open expanse behind the 
barn, Sears & Roebuck (or some such place) still finds 
its way to the kitchen shelf in the home of the 
bootlegging ruffians. This black humor scene reveals as 
well that there are certain actions in which all levels 
of society have to participate--the higher class is not 
exempt. This juxtaposition of the high class in the low 
class setting ultimately results in some inversion of 
social order such as a carnival encourages. 
Of course, the question of who is copying whom is 
posed. In a few instances, the upper class mimics the 
lower's action. As in all great novels, many scenes are 
complex. For example, the scene with Uncle Bud and his 
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penchant for beer increases with black humor if we 
remember that Horace, mocking Narcissa, asks Miss Jenny 
if she "caught Bory with alcohol on his breath?" (134). 
This as well as many other examples such as Gowan 
learning to drink "in a good school" (35) suggest that 
the taste for alcohol is a classless one. Of course, 
there are even some characters whose actual presence, 
not just mannerisms, denies the separation of classes 
and usurps the definition of high class versus low. One 
of these figures is Clarence Snopes. Robert Jacobs 
describes him: 
Clarence Egglestone (this second name being 
his own elegant invention) Snopes showed up 
the first time in Sanctuary, where he 
distinguished himself by peeking through the 
key holes in Miss Reba's whorehouse. (311) 
It would be hard to define the class to which Senator 
Snopes belongs. 
There are some similarities and differences among 
the way that Faulkner and Dickens present the actions of 
the of the classes. As has been shown, Dickens tends to 
portray the pretentiousness and hypocricy of the middle 
class--those still in some sort of power position who 
like to exert their influence. It is important to note 
that the lowest class is the class which, while still 
playing an energetic part in the novel unlike the 
nobility, still is not furiously attacked. On the other 
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side of the coin, Faulkner reveals that not only does 
the lower class imitate polite society's acceptable 
actions, but the upper class also shares some 
mannerisms. But, once again, the attack is directed at 
the upper class as the lower class carries the redeeming 
force of black humor, with much funnier roles being 
assigned to them. 
The Ambivelence of Attitudes 
Towards the Different Classes 
At this point, it is necessary to account for 
certain inconsistencies. Throughout this paper, I have 
been presenting the lower classes' attitudes as more 
desirable, according to Dickens and Faulkner, mainly 
because those classes lack pretention. Yet the fact 
remains that these authors do not exalt the lower 
classes. The author's ambivalence towards the classes 
is important because it follows the instability of black 
humor; hence the definiteness of insisting that Dickens 
and Faulkner whole-heartedly support, idealize, and make 
into heroes the lower classes would be absurd as well as 
too forceful. We truthfully couldn't argue for the 
admirable qualities of Fagin, Monks, or Popeye. 
Before discussing the complexities of Faulkner's 
and Dickens' visions--the lowest classes are most 
definitely not exemplary--let me first briefly address 
the obvious mockery of the upper classes. First we can 
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regard Faulkner. Longley suggests that "one of 
Faulkner's richest sources of humor is the frivolity of 
the empty assertion of aristocratic status" (105). We 
have seen this already in the final quote of Sanctuary 
but we recognize it clearly in Temple's desperate 
(unintentionally comical) repetition of "My father is a 
judge" in a time of stress as though her father's social 
status will successfully ward off any type of 
misfortune. She obviously has used this phrase before as 
it is one that a boy bitterly repeats when he sees her 
leave with a man from the town (31). Despite her 
sanctified name, Temple experiences pride and delight in 
recounting the series of misfortunes to Horace when he 
comes to visit her in the brothel (226). Also, the 
middle proper class of Jefferson is very willing to 
merge into a mob in order to lynch the lower class Lee 
Goodwin. The description of the upper class is a 
portrait of pretentiousness which has been exemplified 
by the parody of the upper class by the actions of the 
lower. 
As I have previously stated, neither could we 
insist that Faulkner holds up the dregs as a toast to 
which we can drink. Who wants to emulate Popeye, Lee, 
Ruby, or even the rollicking good-humored-most-of-the-
time Miss Reba? As Longley, in writing of the 
expansiveness of Faulkner's humor suggests: 
At one end of the spectrum there are 
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existential dirty jokes such as Sanctuary and 
Pylon whose inhabitants are damned and not 
interested in redemption. (102) 
Popeye's cool at the end of the book, his 
disinterestedness in fighting for his life, and his only 
desire to look good show that he is not "interested in 
redemption." From the very start, Popeye is not 
attractive, despite his comically heroic name, when 
Horace describes him: 
He smells black, Benbow thought; he smells 
like the black stuff that ran out of Bovary's 
mouth and down upon her bridal veil when they 
raised her head. (7) 
This is an interesting comparison as we, the readers, 
learn about Popeye through a literary allusion--we are 
therefore forced to identify with Benbow (carrier of 
books, for which Popeye scorns him). Can Faulkner 
possibly be directing laughter once again at his 
readers? 
Popeye who is at the heart of the underworld with 
his gun-toting killings, remains a horrific character. 
The only energy he possesses is destructive--not 
surprisingly as he seems very mechanical with his 
expressionless face. He is the antithesis of the highest 
exalted characters of Dickens; he is the demon of the 
underworld. Thompson, who views Faulkner as a social 
critic, attempts to defend Popeye: 
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Popeye did of course kill Tommy. He did 
unnaturally rape Temple Drake. He also 
murdered Temple's lover, Red. Those facts are 
not changed, but the significance of those 
facts do change when Faulkner eventually makes 
it clear that Popeye, congenitally ill, can 
not be held morally responsible for what he 
did; that, instead, society can be held 
morally responsible for letting Popeye out of 
confinement. (111) 
I suppose that I could argue as well that, despite all 
the horror of Popeye, he continues to occupy comic 
positions--his name, his noises, his looks, his comments 
directed towards books--and is thus not completely and 
totally an overwhelmingly horrific personnage. 
Faulkner's addition of humor redeems the terror of 
Popeye. 
To try and follow black humor's rollicking 
illogical dance, in order to try and define Faulkner's 
attitude to these classes, let me now turn to yet 
another unstable portrayal of a character of the 
underworld--the whore with a heart of gold, Miss Reba. 
Everyone knows her, and she has visitors from every 
station in life she proudly informs Temple. In the 
brothel run by Miss Reba, there are irrepressible 
outbursts of delight and laughter at life seen through 
the gin-tea party after Red's funeral and the antics of 
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Miss Reba and her dogs--named in honor of herself and a 
lost love. But Miss Reba is nevertheless mean and 
vicious sometimes. Miss Reba's maid, Minnie, explains 
to Temple: 
Mr. Benford was Miss Reba's man. Was landlord 
here eleven years until he die bout two years 
ago. Next day Miss Reba get these dawgs, name 
one Mr. Benford and the other Miss Reba. 
Whenever she go to the cemetery she start 
drinking like this evening, then they both got 
to run. Mr Benford ketch it sho nough. Last 
time she threw him outen upstair window and go 
down and empty Mr. Benford clothes closet and 
throw everything out in the street except what 
he buried in. (162) 
What kind of a woman is Miss Reba if she hurls the dogs 
out of the window, the dogs who were named in honor of 
herself and her dead lover who were "as happy as two 
doves?" 
The point with which I wish to end this section of 
Faulkner's treatment of the lower and upper classes is a 
far from clear cut and precise one. The easiest route 
is to let Faulkner speak for himself: 
. . . I am still convinced that man is tougher 
than any darkness. That man's hope is the 
capacity to believe in man, his hope, his 
inspiration toward a better human condition, I 
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think that is the purpose of writing, of art, 
is a record. . . . He does endure. (The Lion 
in the Garden 177) 
This musing captures the dilemma; it remains difficult 
to hold onto hope for humanity but Faulkner still does. 
He continues to keep faith in the world in which 
characters like Ruby, Goodwin, Popeye, even Temple who, 
despite all their qualities which could be exposed, do 
endure with the aid of excessive and redeeming black 
humor. In this passage, Faulkner's essential drive and 
movement toward the celebration of life is shown. 
To attempt an interpretation of the attitude held 
by Dickens toward the upper and lower classes in his 
work is less clear and lends itself to an almost 
deconstructive approach. Whereas Faulkner does not 
present any of his characters as noble, Dickens does 
include a few prestigious figures. Some argue that 
Dickens is not condemning the high class: 
He really means for "the Principle of Good" to 
survive, but the principle of evil engaged 
both his imagination and his sense of humor 
more so we remember sordid scenes of the city 
more than calm scenes of the country. (Colby 
48) 
This cannot help but be true since the city, where the 
majority of the novels takes place, is what we remember. 
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I am still defending the idea that Dickens himself, 
perhaps subconsciously, realizes that his evil and lower 
class characters are by far more interesting. 
We seriously have to question whether Dickens, 
especially in the early stage of his writing when he 
published Oliver Twist, is really aware of the sterile 
qualities of his upper class characters. If he is, why 
would he end the novel in such a trivial stereotypical 
way that blandly hands Oliver over to stagnation? 
Apparently many critics have pondered this question. 
John Carey offers an answer: 
Dickens was perfectly aware that his main 
characters were made of sawdust, and defended 
the composition by pointing out that the 
British public would put up with nothing else. 
But having stuffed the novels with 
noble sentiment, he retained a troop of comics 
to punish and deride it. (62) 
The question concerning the importance of an audience's 
expectations once again is raised; in the mode of black 
humor, it is simpler to condemn--to deride--a class, 
through parody, by way of a "joking" manner, in order to 
be successful and accepted. Juliet McMaster points out: 
Fagin with his gang of prostitutes and 
pickpockets, part demon, part engaging crony; 
Bill Sikes in his brute strength and 
surliness; even Monks with his scar and 
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sensational epilepsy, have a vital presence 
and an imaginative power that the Brownlows 
and Maylies never achieve. (263) 
John Carey, too, makes the suggestion that the 
characters of the underworld (who become grotesque 
through the emphasis on clothes and bodies) are much 
more outstanding: "Dickens' noble characters are not 
visualized: they have no bodies or clothes at all" (61). 
While we have some sort of sense of Rose's delicacy and 
the old gentleman Brownlow's physical presence, it is 
nothing compared to the very picture that rises with the 
thought of Bumble, Fagin, Monks, or Nancy. George Ford 
summarizes: 
Dickens' method is to make "strongly marked" 
black characters probable by greying them not 
with violence but with humor. . . . For his 
white characters, whose goodness is "strongly 
marked," he often uses no comparable method of 
greying. (140) 
Thus, black humor--formed from adding humor to the very 
dark characters--thrives along with passion and energy 
in the world of the lower rungs of society. 
We can further extrapolate Dickens' unsure 
treatment of the upper classes by realizing that, since 
Oliver is abandoned at the end to the mercy of the 
caring, highest class of people, irony abounds since 
Dickens introduced the novel with discounting those 
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gentle and concerned souls. After Oliver was just born 
and is struggling to survive, we learn: 
Now if, during this brief period, Oliver had 
been surrounded by careful grandmothers, 
anxious aunts, experienced nurses, and doctors 
of profound wisdom, he would most inevitably 
and indubitably have been killed in no time. 
( 1) 
He is, of course, finally given to the care of his Aunt 
Rose and the grandmotherly figure of Mrs. Maylie who 
will be aided in times of illness by the good doctor. 
And merely a few pages later, we find the following 
comment when Oliver has succumbed to sleep after a 
crying fit: "What noble illustrations of the tender laws 
of England! They let the paupers go to sleep!" (10). 
Obviously, it is the higher classes, the nobility, who 
have influence over political and social laws. Not too 
exalting a use of noble! 
Yet the fact remains that Rose Maylie with her 
loving nature is supposed to occupy a more important 
position than any of the other characters in the 
underworld. Monks with his hideous desire to do away 
with Oliver, Fagin with his physical resemblance to the 
devil, and even the younger members of the gang who are 
continually trying to rob such good people as Mr. 
Brownlow are not positive forces by any means. Dickens 
most certainly does not wish us to emulate them! In 
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fact, his author's preface reveals that he wishes to 
show exactly how ugly the underworld can be! 
As Popeye--so excessive in his evilness--presented 
a problem in resolving Faulkner's attitudes and 
centering the positive force of energy into the 
underworld, so do the Maylies and Mr. Brownlow block the 
easy imposition of vibrance in Oliver Twist into the 
lower classes. These good people are so far removed 
from the action that one could not argue Dickens is 
deliberately attacking them. Yet the fact remains that 
they are rather flat characters who do not initiate much 
energetic action. As I have stated in other various 
ways, explanations for the ambivalent attitudes exist. 
Dickens and Faulkner are condemning the upper classes' 
use of power and affected mannerisms, so the lower 
classes are exempt to some degree from blame; at the 
same time, the lower classes could not be merely 
portrayed as victims since that is one of the most 
degrading attitudes to another human being one can have. 
Thus, the lower classes, too, are somewhat responsible 
for the way society is; and the fact remains that they 
are far from perfect and could do with some improvement. 
All of the examples serve the purpose of expressing the 
unstable attitudes of Dickens and Faulkner toward the 
various classes in society. 
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The Centering of Black Humor and thus Energy and 
Passion into the Underworld 
And now we arrive at the final section of this 
study: the centering of energy and passion into the 
underworld of Oliver Twist and Sanctuary. This is really 
quite logical since these authors are using humor to 
implicate and indict contemporary society; of course the 
examples will be aimed at those who are unfairly treated 
and will be set within the horrific scenes of society. 
These lower classes escape the biting criticism since 
black humor centers the comic and the tragic, the 
centering of which forms energy, into the lives of those 
in the underworld. Gold, in comparing these two 
writers, suggests: 
Dickens and later Faulkner convey the sense of 
a celebration of life, of the richness of 
life, so that even their most evil characters 
seem to be human, to have been fun to write 
about, to be an essential part of the human 
scene. ("The Uses of Influence" 70) 
Yes, Popeye and Fagin, Monks, Bill Sikes, Ruby, Reba, 
and Nancy are all inextricably bound in the pith of 
human existence. The characters in the trenches are the 
trembling center of action around which all vibrates. 
Of course, through discovering and studying this black 
humor, the reader and critic must take caution 
especially since Faulkner and Dickens are so blatent in 
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their attack on sophistication and intellectualism. The 
critic Hassan explicitly warns us: 
The greatest temptation he [we] must resist is 
this: that the dark laughter may freeze on his 
face, may turn into a sophisticated leer or a 
knowing grimace. That way decadence lies. 
There are still no substitutes for a 
passionate sense of life. (640) 
Despite the humor in black humor, we must never forget 
the tragedy of these painfully humorous social messages 
presented by Dickens and Faulkner. And to venture in 
this culminating passion, let us now see explicitly how 
passion and energy churn in the underworld. In both of 
the novels, we will proceed from examples portraying the 
stagnation and devitalization of the upper levels of 
society to the energy in the lower. 
From the very start of Oliver Twist the dichotomy 
between life/energy and death/devitalization emerges. 
For example, as Oliver is teetering between life and 
death, we find out that if Oliver had been engulfed in a 
wealthy, caring family he most likely would have died 
(1). From this bleakly humorous passage which inverts 
our suppositions, we extrapolate that the care and 
solicitude of upper-class grandmothers and aunts--for so 
is Oliver's true heritage--is smothering. As I have 
already quoted before, Juliet McMaster in her article 
"Diabolic Trinity in Oliver Twist" writes: 
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Fagin, with his gang of prostitues, and 
pickpockets, part demon, part engaging crony; 
Bill Sikes with his brute strength and 
surliness; even Monks with his scar and 
sensational epilepsy, have a vital presence 
that the Brownlows and Maylies never achieve. 
(263) 
This energy and vitality is reflected not only through 
the characters but also through the teeming and vibrant 
description of the London streets getting ready for the 
market day. 
In this description, it appears that everybody is 
converging upon London; the energy in this scene is 
tremendous: 
Countrymen, butchers, drovers, hawkers, boys, 
thieves, idlers, and vagabonds of every low 
grade, were mingled together in a mass; the 
whistling of drovers, the barking of dogs, the 
bellowing and plunging of oxen, the bleating 
of sheep, the grunting and squeaking of pigs, 
the cries of hawkers, the shouts, oaths, and 
quarelling on all sides; the ringing of bells 
and roar of voices, that issued from every 
public house; the crowding, pushing, driving, 
beating, whooping, and yelling; the hideous 
and discordant din that resounded from every 
corner of the market; and the unwashed, 
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unshaven, squalid and dirty figures constantly 
running to and fro, and bursting in and out of 
the throng; rendered it a stunning and 
bewildering scene, which quite confounded the 
senses. (153) 
Even though this scene is overwhelming and discordant, 
and reflecting Dickens cringing away from the dregs of 
society as they are so hideous, it is a scene of great 
energy and life force which occurs in the underworld. 
One could not use this scene as an example of the 
absence of energy! 
Although it remains undeniable that most of the 
characters--Nancy, Sikes, Fagin--of the underworld have 
vanished at the end, I assume that this occurs mainly 
because Dickens' audience would not permit the worst 
class to prevail and thrive. In other words, in the 
Victorian age, neither the body nor passion was looked 
upon favorably. As black humor is associated with the 
Fall and therefore with the body (hence all of the 
grotesque body imagery) and attacks existing social 
institutions, it cannot co-exist at the end of Oliver 
Twist with the profound spirituality that Rose Maylie 
symbolizes. Marcus explains the classis comic paradox: 
.. that it is the spirit, rather, which is 
weak, and the flesh, which it eternally tries 
to harness, that triumphs and comes out 
strong. It is in the bold confrontation of 
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such contradictions that comedy performs its 
proper service, in the freedom, the release, 
the vindication we earn through recognizing 
the human condition, celebrating it. . . . 
(264) 
The irony is of course that the body does not seem to 
prevail in Oliver Twist. However, the fairy tale ending 
only supports the point that black humor with its reach 
towards the tragic and the comic exists only in the 
lowest and unhappiest class of society, the underworld. 
On the other hand, in comparing the two classes' 
passion and energy, consider the relationship of Mr. and 
Mrs. Bumble, alive with all its face slaps and hair 
pulling, against the supposedly more spiritual yet 
undeniabley flatter courtship of Rose and Harry Maylie. 
(Unfortunately, I cannot even begin to support my point 
with an example from the deepest underworld: Bill Sikes 
and Nancy's "love" results in her horrible murder. 
Maybe Dickens is suggesting that spiritual love cannot 
exist at all in the real underworld.) I hesitate to 
indicate that violence is suggestive of real passion but 
the Bumbles' relationship lends itself much more to both 
laughter and tears. Rose's and Harry's love is not 
excessive, is not overwhelming, passionate or energetic 
but rather spiritual and nearly perfect but lacking an 
essential verve unavailable to that which lurks outside 
black humor. To conclude, keep in mind that Baudelaire 
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did say that "laughter and tears cannot make their 
appearance in the paradise of delight" (451). So what 
could be more natural that laughter and tears making 
their appearance in the upper underworld through black 
humor? 
From Dickens let us now turn to Faulkner who is 
more clearly anti-upper class in that there are no noble 
characters or scenes promising redemption in Sanctuary. 
In other words, it is much easier to see the energy and 
passion dancing through the underworld. Let me first 
give some examples of high society's lifelessness then 
move to the energy of the underworld. 
We find Narcissa, adequate representation of proper 
society "living a life of serene vegetation like 
perpetual corn or wheat in a sheltered garden instead of 
a field'' (111). With all the self-love or self-
fascination implied by her name, with all the 
implications of staleness and stagnation in that she is 
in a perpetually sheltered garden, with all the 
spiritual connotations of the word garden symbolising 
upper classes, Narcissa attempts to be very much part of 
proper and removed society. Paradise, the garden, with 
its shelteredness, and its leading to lifeless 
vegetation, displays a decided lack of vibrance in 
Faulkner's ironic vision. 
Not only Narcissa but also Horace, who tries to 
cross the social boundaries and def end the low classes 
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is presented as rather passionless. He tells Ruby, "I 
lack courage: that was left out of me. The machinery is 
all here, but it wont run" (18). To compare himself with 
a machine is an accurate representation of how he used 
to be--f etching shrimp every Sunday for ten years--
although he now possesses a desire for a more energetic 
life which is why he rouses himself to def end the low-
life Goodwin. Unfourtunately, he remains the 
ineffectual seeker. Thompson, actually, viciously 
condemns Horace's position at the end of Sanctuary by 
claiming: 
After he has finished hearing Temples's 
grotesque story from her own lips, long before 
the trial, Horace pessimistically sees only 
one solution. He wishes all the people 
involved, including himself, might enter a 
lethal gas chamber where they could get life 
over with, quickly and painlessly. Faulkner 
thus reminds us of all the other Horaces in 
the world who perennially fashion different 
kinds of death chambers out of the same self-
excusing rationalizations. . . [Faulkner] 
implies (that] the individual who submits to 
Horace's sense of impotence at the end might 
just as well be dead. He is already worse than 
dead because he unintentionally collaborates 
with evil. In the trial scene, Horace's 
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passivity baffles even the judge. (108) 
At least Ruby Lamar never gives up fighting and 
therefore "transcends her debasement" (Karl 310). The 
last example of devitalization outside the underworld is 
suggested through the band in the Luxembourg Gardens 
playing for the well-to-do amidst a scene of death and 
paralysis: 
[Temple] closed the compact and from beneath 
her smart new hat she seemed to follow with 
her eyes the waves of music, to dissolve into 
the dying brasses, across the pool and the 
opposite semicircle of trees where at somber 
intervals the dead tranquil queens on stained 
marble mused, and on into the sky lying prone 
and vanquished in the embrace of the season of 
rain and death. (332-33) 
The staleness and somber tunes of sadness speak more 
toward a metaphoric death of the upper classes who have 
only the wastelandish toadstool umbrellas without the 
energizing force of black humor that encourages humanity 
to prevail. On the contrary, once again, remember the 
rollicking tunes played at Red's funeral which turn it 
into a "carnival"--the celebration where roles are 
happily reversed--permitting elegance, or the attempt at 
it, to enter a gangster's funeral; the eruption of 
energy turns all into chaos like chance brings the 
possibility of freedom. It's as if Faulkner is saying 
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"down with the flowers of death, let's have some action, 
let's celebrate life!" 
There are even more instances which exemplify the 
true energy of the underworld. We see Ruby struggling 
with a half-dead child who is close to lifelessness but 
who manages to survive. Unfortunately, there is 
something absurdly funny about Ruby's keeping a child in 
a wooden box in order to save it from the rats. Ruby 
herself is a fighting woman who is willing to do 
anything to be with the man she loves--that is shown 
through the story of her "work" while he is in prison. 
Her character is the antithesis of Temple's who knows 
not what a "real man" requires: when Ruby chastises 
Temple, she is allowed to "serve quite inartistically 
for Faulkner" (Thompson 106): 
And you, you little doll-faced slut, that 
think you cant come into a room where a man is 
without him. . . .. " Beneath the faded 
garment her breast moved deep and full. With 
her hands on her hips she looked at Temple 
with cold, blazing eyes. "Man? You've never 
seen a real man. You dent know what it is to 
be wanted by a real man. And thank your stars 
you haven't and never will, for then you'll 
find out just what that little putty face is 
worth, and all the rest of it you think you 
are jealous of when you're just scared of it. 
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And if he is just man enough to call you 
whore, you'll say Yes Yes and you'll crawl 
naked in the dirt and the mire for him to call 
you that ...... Give me that baby." Temple 
held the child, gazing at the woman, her mouth 
moving as if she were saying Yes Yes Yes. The 
woman threw the fork on the table. "Turn 
loose," she said, lifting the child. It opened 
its eyes and wailed. (62-3) 
From the focus on the woman's energy and rage to the 
detail of her "full" heaving breast--nurturing, 
prevailing necessity of motherhood--to her strong 
corrunand that seems to wake the child from its death-like 
sleep, Ruby, or the woman as she is so aptly referred to 
(again as an antithesis to Temple), embodies vibrance 
and passion as her name suggests she will. And the 
bootlegger whom she has chosen owns one of those center-
of-acti vi ty houses that everyone visits. We even find 
out that Gowan has brought liquor from him before! 
In attracting everybody to his house, Lee Goodwin 
possesses a centering vibrant quality like Miss Reba who 
proudly explains to Temple the amount of activity that 
goes on in her brothel: "Anybody in Memphis can tell you 
who Miss Reba is. Ask any man on the street, cop or 
not ... they all know Reba Rivers" (149). Of course, 
her name as well reflects a motion and change that is so 
opposite to the stagnation o.f the frozen world from 
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which Temple escapes and to where she returns, 
Narcissa's world of vegetation. Miss Reba's house 
attracts all the ones in need of a place of refuge--
Fonzo, Virgil, and Temple. 
The madame of the whorehouse is herself an 
embodiment of energy, of black humor which shows itself 
through tragi-comedy. Miss Reba, on a rampage of tragic 
mourning for her lost love, drunkenly searches for her 
dogs. 
She now wore a bulging house dress and a 
widow's bonnet with a veil. She entered on 
the flowered felt slippers. Beneath the bed 
the two dogs made a stifled concerted sound of 
utter despair. 
The dress, unfastened at the back, hung 
limpily about Miss Reba's shoulders. One 
ringed hand lay on her breast, the other held 
the tankard high. Her open mouth, studded in 
gold fillings, gaped upon the harsh labor of 
her breathing. 
"Oh God oh God," she said. The dogs 
surged out from beneath the bed and hurled 
themselves toward the door in a mad scramble. 
As they rushed past her she turned and flung 
the tankard at them. It struck the door jamb, 
splashing on the wall, and rebounded with a 
forlorn clatter. She drew her breath 
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whistling, clutching her breast. She came to 
the bed and looked down at Temple through the 
veil. "We was as happy as two doves," she 
wailed, choking, her rings smoldering in hot 
glints within her billowing breasts. "Then he 
had to go and die on me." She drew her breath 
whistling, her mouth gaped, shaping the hidden 
agony of her thwarted lungs, her eyes pale and 
round with stricken bafflement, protuberant. 
"As two doves," she roared in a harsh, choking 
voice. (165) 
The comedy and the tragedy in this scene are so clearly 
linked that it is impossible to separate them. Black 
humor. Is the widow's bonnet and veil tragic or comic? 
Is the mention of those peaceful loving birds, doves, 
traditionally a symbol in Christianity, tragic or comic 
in this outrageously blackly humorous rampage? The 
force resulting from the marriage of the comic and 
tragic coupled with the attention drawn towards Miss 
Reba's maternal and nurturing attributes, her billowing 
breasts, all give energy to and celebrate life in this 
description. 
As I have already said, the center of the 
underworld revolves around Popeye, who is impotent--
lacking energy--yet who finds his energy through 
perversions. Even though this does not completely 
redeem Popeye from monstrosity, he was influential in 
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jerking Temple from her artificial existence in order to 
introduce her into the underworld. It remains difficult 
to be totally positive toward the underworld; I am 
trying to show how these authors in their indictment of 
the social system portray the underworld in some 
positive ways. My claim remains that the underworld in 
its excessive reach towards the comic and tragic which 
forms black humor is wildly passionate and thus 
possessing of a very necessary element to human 
existence--energy. I am well aware that this is a 
twisted position but the only one possible when 
interpreting books that merge the comic and the tragic, 
the positive and the negative, into the twisted black 
humor. 
Conclusion 
Waggoner supposes that Faulkner's themes could 
easily be "appropriately studied in Kierkegaardian 
terms: paradox, the absurd" (258). If Kierkegaard is 
indeed right that the comic and the tragic meet each 
other "at the absolute point of infinity" (Longley 137), 
then the absolute is centered around the excessive 
possibilities of the underworld. 
In conclusion, the journey between Charles Dickens' 
Oliver Twist and William Faulkner's Sanctuary, in their 
uses of black humor, fraught with dangerous examples and 
tempting sideroads strung along the way, has indeed been 
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a rewarding one. From the sloping investigation of 
these novels' similar structures, to the rocky climb 
down through black humor's entrails and all it entails--
the irreverent attitudes towards death and religion, the 
grotesque, perverse sex, the marriage of the tragic and 
the comic--black humor began to show its poignant social 
commentary. Then we advanced towards the summit of the 
function or purpose of black humor as a way to condemn 
society, as a parody of upper classes despite the 
author's ambivalence to the lower class since it is a 
far-from-perfect class and is partially responsible for 
the tragedy of society, and eventually reached the 
ultimate centering of black humor in the underworld. 
Whatever else I write from here will only bring us down 
from the invigorating peak of black humor, so let me 
limit myself to a few comments. 
Despite the condemnation of certain aspects of 
society, both Dickens and Faulkner in their careers 
maintain a positive view of humanity. Waggoner asserts: 
The latter part of Faulkner's career has been 
marked by three parallel developments: a new 
stress on the moral function of art, a gradual 
change of emphasis from despair to 
affirmation, and a tendency to make his themes 
explicit through the use of spokesman 
characters. (213) 
Longley notes as well the trend in Faulkner's fiction: 
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"the later Faulkner . . . increasingly tended to find 
tolerance and understanding for the most malicious of 
the human race" (313). It should not be too surprising 
to note here that this is another characteristic that 
Faulkner and Dickens share. Dickens' development as 
well, Gold writes, was marked by "his compassion for 
man's inability to be perfect" (Radical Moralist 276). 
As authors who place so much humor within the tragedy, 
as writers who use black humor extensively, Dickens' and 
Faulkner's acceptance of humanity's imperfection is not 
at all shocking. 
In his preface to a work by Sherwood Anderson, 
Faulkner let us know that "one trouble with us American 
artists is that we take our art and ourselves too 
seriously" (Moreland 52). Humor brings wisdom. Lyall 
Powers claims about Sanctuary: 
In this novel, at least, Faulkner presents us 
with a bleak assertion that the human body is 
not a temple of the holy spirit, and with an 
equally bleak assertion that, for man, there 
is no sanctuary. (84) 
However, I would have to disagree. Through black humor, 
the tragic and the comic merge, productively, and create 
a means of redemption. There is a purpose behind the 
mingling of tears and chuckles. The baring of the 
teeth, the hideous convulsions of the face, the black 
humor becomes our sanctuary. Thus ends the definition 
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and examination of the impossible to pin down, riotously 
rocking, excessively entertaining and irrational, 
black humor in Oliver Twist and Sanctuary. 
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